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EDITORIAL 

This edition of IJBE is dedicated to Phase 3 of TV 3.0. TV 3.0 is the evolution of the 
Brazilian Digital Terrestrial Television System (SBTVD). Phase 3 of TV 3.0 is being carried 
out under the coordination of the SBTVD Forum and funded by the Brazilian Ministry of 
Communications through the National Research and Education Network (RNP). TV 3.0 is 
supported by Presidential Decree No. 11.484, which establishes guidelines for the 
evolution of SBTVD and the provision of radio spectrum for its implementation.

This issue features several thematic articles on aspects of the technologies adopted for TV 
3.0 and candidate technologies for the physical layer.

The search for quality in the development of technologies that make digital communication 
systems more efficient is the focus of the researchers to whom IJBE offers the opportunity 
to disseminate their studies, experiments and research in the scientific and technological 
areas of production and distribution of information content.
We hope you enjoy these articles and feel motivated to submit them.

Best wishes
SET IJBE Editors
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R&D Progress on TV 3.0 
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Marcelo F. Moreno (Fraunhofer IIS / UFJF),  
Carlos Pernisa Júnior, Eduardo Barrere, Stanley Teixeira, Cristiane Turnes Montezano (UFJF), 

Li-Chang Shuen, Carlos de Salles Soares Neto (UFMA),  
Débora Christina Muchaluat-Saade,  Marina Ivanov Josué, (UFF),  

Joel A. F. dos Santos (CEFET-RJ), 
 Sérgio Colcher, Daniel de S. Moares (PUC-Rio),  

Derzu Omaia, Tiago Maritan Ugulino de Araújo, Guido Lemos de Souza Filho (UFPB)

Abstract—This paper outlines the methodology, progress, and 
initial outcomes of a collaborative R&D effort by 40 researchers 
from six academic institutions, focused on addressing critical 
application-coding requirements for SBTVD Forum’s TV 3.0 
Project, Phase 3. The team is developing prototypes and use 
cases applications to validate and demonstrate TV 3.0 
application coding features. Key developments include 
architectural changes, a persistent media player, a viewer’s 
journey design, besides extensive research in requirements 
engineering, user data analysis, and novel codec support. The 
team also explored application coding extensibility, enhanced 
accessibility, immersive experiences and multimodal 
interaction. During SET Expo 2023, partial implementations of 
the prototyped use cases were showcased, highlighting the 
project's progress and significance. This paper provides 
technical details and diagrams, facilitating a thorough 
discussion of this innovative project. 

Index Terms—Application coding, TV 3.0, Application-based 
TV experience, Personalized TV experience, Immersive TV 
experience, accessibility. 

I. INTRODUCTION

Television plays a social role of immense relevance in 
Brazil. TV is more than a technological object in the room: it 
is also an important cultural artifact and an element of 
national integration. Therefore, any technological evolution 
that represents a change in the way of watching television 
may imply some cultural change for the society itself. Thus, 
the development process of SBTVD Forum’s TV 3.0 Project 
[1], at least for its most highlighted application coding use 
cases and features, is being carried out not only as a 
technology research but also as a social study. 

Brazil has been watching TV since 1950, with the 
inauguration of TV Tupi in São Paulo. In seven decades, 
Brazilian television has experienced technological, social, 
and content development that makes the national experience 
one of the richest in the world. Remarkably, the current 
terrestrial DTV system specifies the Ginga middleware, a 
national technology, as the standard for multimedia 
interactivity since 2007. Ginga has been proven to support a 
consistent evolution that made it the first Brazilian 

1 TV 3.0 Project Phase 3 is funded by the Brazilian Ministry of 
Communications (MCom), managed by the Brazilian Network for 
Education and Research (RNP). 

technology adopted as an international standard by ITU-T in 
2009 [2] and recognized by ITU-R as an integrated broadcast-
broadband system since 2017 [3]. 

TV 3.0 Project is currently under Phase 31, carrying out 
further tests and evaluations over the physical and video 
coding layers, as well as developing a reference mux/demux. 
Regarding the application coding layer, most of the 
innovative requirements established by the Call for Proposals 
(CfP) [4] are under study by selected Academia research 
groups since those requirements were not appropriately 
addressed in the previous phases [5].  The CfP specified 17 
requirement groups for application coding, including basic 
aspects of backward compatibility with Ginga specifications 
and its implementation reuse, besides support for TV 3.0 
underlying technologies. The advanced requirements include 
support for application-based TV experience, immersive 
audiovisual content, multimodal interaction, sensory effects, 
multi-user profiling, audience measurement, IP convergence, 
and extensibility, just to name a few of them. 

This paper focuses on the methodology, progress, and early 
achievements of the Academia R&D team in addressing the 
high-priority application-coding requirements for TV 3.0. 
The team is composed of 40 researchers from 6 academic 
institutions, namely PUC-Rio, UFPB, UFF, UFJF, UFMA 
and CEFET-RJ. The work started in April 2023. 

As a means of actively collaborating with the research 
methodology, SBTVD Forum’s Technical and Market 
Modules jointly decided on a prioritization of requirements to 
determine the sequence of studies for the R&D team. In 
addition, the Forum’s Application Coding Working Group 
(WG) specified initial guidelines on how to tackle each 
requirement based on the evaluation results from Phase 2 and 
the WG's expertise in standardizing/implementing digital TV 
middleware. Finally, the WG specified a total of 7 use cases 
to be prototyped, aiming at validating the R&D solutions for 
the prioritized requirements and publicly demonstrating the 
new TV 3.0 application coding features. The R&D team 
diligently incorporated all SBTVD Forum contributions into 
its methodology, allowing for consistent progress on certain 
requirements. 
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First, relevant architectural changes in the application 
coding layer were already proposed and agreed, based on the 
fundamentals of Ginga specifications for Profile-D receivers. 
The requirements for an application-based TV experience 
impose changes that include a new user interface for listing 
each broadcaster's initial application. In addition, a new 
media player is needed, capable of keeping running over 
application switches, regardless of whether the current 
audiovisual content is delivered over-the-air (OTA, 
broadcast) or over-the-top (OTT, broadband). 

There is also significant effort in requirements engineering 
and social studies regarding this application-based TV 
experience, as mentioned before. The team is running focus 
groups and opinion polls with a probabilistic sample, as well 
as prototyping the entire viewer's journey based on the 
quanti/qualitative data obtained. This prototype will be 
further refined following the principles of Design Thinking, 
under discussion with a team of experts proactively assigned 
by RNP (Brazilian Network for Education and Research).  

Another area of focus involves evaluating the features 
introduced by the adopted audio and video codecs, with the 
objective of identifying properties that can be utilized by 
applications and determining the necessary implementation 
support.  

The extensibility requirement is also under study, with a 
focus on identifying Ginga-NCL and Ginga Common Core 
WebServices (Ginga CC WS) APIs as metadata so that new 
applications can obtain granular information about the 
functionality support of their interest in the receiver, thus 
allowing them to adapt according to the available resources. 

A further R&D task has focused on the accessibility 
requirements, more specifically on the captioning part, where 
the IMSC1 standard is adopted for encoding and transmitting 
subtitles and sign language gloss. It uses a subset of TTML, 
which consists of an XML file with several possible settings 
for captioning, such as position, color, font, display time, 
synchronism, emojis, and images. In order to test and validate 
the forwarding of captions and glosses to mobile devices over 
the local network, a prototyping environment was developed, 
composed of a partial Ginga CC WS implementation and 
NCLua and HTML5 applications. New required APIs are 
added to the Ginga CC WS prototype, in this case for the real-
time forwarding of captions and gloss in TTML format over 
sockets or websockets. The synchronism between the 
applications is performed by the Ginga CC WS, which 
delivers the same content, at the same time, for all socket 
clients, the results are being evaluated. The gloss stream is 
shown in the application by a 3D avatar playing sign 
language. 

The team has also been working on the implementation of 
use cases related to sensory effects, immersive content and 
multimodal interaction. To accomplish this, the team is 
working on harmonizing the adopted proposals NCL 4.0 [6] 
and Guaraná [11]. Combined, they allow for the inclusion of 
sensory effects (wind, scent, light etc) in interactive 
multimedia applications and the execution of parts of the 
application on head-mounted displays connected to the TV, 
in a 360° scene, including 3D objects, immersive MPEG-H 
3D audio [12] and traditional multimedia objects. In addition, 
users will be able to interact with applications using different 

modalities (voice, gestures etc, using input recognition 
devices. 

In conclusion, partial implementations of prototyped use 
case apps were demonstrated at SET Expo 2023 in the 
SBTVD Forum booth. This paper is structured as follows: 
Section II discusses the rationale and agreed-upon changes to 
the application coding architecture for TV 3.0. Section III 
describes the application-based TV experience and a 
projected viewer's journey, providing context for focus group 
discussions. Section IV reports progress on application 
coding support for TV 3.0 audio/video codecs and application 
coding extensibility. Section V examines developments in 
supporting accessibility content, including second-screen 
delivery of captions and sign language glosses. Section VI 
presents achievements in immersive experience support, 
encompassing sensory effects, multimodal/multiuser, and 
virtual reality content. Finally, Section VII offers concluding 
remarks. This paper includes diagrams and technical details 
for deepening the discussion on each study of this challenging 
project of unparalleled opportunity. 

II. APPLICATION CODING ARCHITECTURE FOR TV 3.0
Several of the use cases designed for TV 3.0 clearly 

indicate the need for intensive use of multimedia applications, 
which, according to CfP TV 3.0 [4], will be based on 
extensions to Ginga specifications for Profile-D receivers 
(a.k.a. DTVPlay). Undoubtedly, it is through Ginga 
applications that broadcasters and partners will be able to 
leverage TV 3.0 greatest innovations, including 
personalization of the TV content consumption experience, 
segmented programming, manipulation of additional content 
in more immersive formats, accessibility, sensory effects, as 
well as new forms of interaction. In addition, it is through 
Ginga applications that it will be possible to build and 
manipulate viewer profiles that enable such personalized 
experiences, obviously for the viewers who consent.  

It is therefore expected that Ginga applications will be 
running and switching constantly on TV 3.0 receivers, 
leading to a need to rethink the application coding support 
specifications. Application coding becomes no longer an 
accessory for broadcasters but a key element for enabling the 
vast majority of new TV 3.0 use cases. The CfP makes this 
clear through its requirements group AP6 "Enable 
application-oriented TV" [4]: 
● AP6.1: application-oriented user experience with TV
● AP6.2: handling the presentation of all audiovisual

content
● AP6.3: application switching delay (lower is better)
This represents, objectively, a paradigm shift, which in fact

needs also to be discussed from the viewer's point of view, 
according to our study on the viewer journey possibilities, 
presented in Section III. Nevertheless, this evolution towards 
an application-oriented TV has to be reflected in the receivers' 
application coding support architecture. The challenge set to 
the TV 3.0 Project R&D team was to propose adaptations to 
the current Ginga architecture, according to ABNT NBR 
15606-1, in order to maintain compatibility and to reuse, as 
much as possible, the existing implementations of TV 2.5 
middleware components and subsystems. 

The current TV 2.5 middleware architecture can be 
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depicted as shown in Figure 1. In summary, this architecture 
demonstrates the capability for broadcasters to transmit 
Ginga applications via OTA that are developed using 
NCL/Lua or HTML5/ Javascript languages. Consequently, 
the Ginga-NCL [13] or Ginga-HTML5 [14] presentation 
engines execute these applications based on the OTA 
signaling rules provided. The current APIs of both 
presentation engines offer interesting possibilities for 
integrating broadcast and broadband features in D-profile 
receivers. These features encompass receiving broadband 
content through adaptive streaming, with or without DRM 
protection, as well as facilitating TCP and UDP 
communication in both client and server modes. Additionally, 
the architecture supports content preparation to enhance the 
quality of the viewing experience during the seamless 
transition to broadband, including the insertion of targeted 
advertising, among other functionalities. 

Figure 1. TV 2.5 middleware architecture. 

In the case of Ginga-HTML5, since it exclusively employs 
W3C standardized APIs, all these resources are accessible 
through a decoupled API outlined in the Ginga CC 
WebServices specification [15]. This decoupling is achieved 
by utilizing a remote API that adheres to the RESTful 
architectural style. Consequently, this approach enables the 
same Ginga CC WebServices to provide TV 2.5 resources to 
applications beyond broadcasting, including those operating 
within the smart TV environment on the same receiver or on 
any smart device within the home network. However, access 
permissions must be granted by both the viewer and the 
broadcaster in such cases. 

Even Ginga-NCL applications can utilize Ginga CC 
WebServices resources, particularly for use cases that 
encourage their integration with second-screen applications 
running on smart devices. For all other use cases, Ginga-NCL 
directly furnishes the required APIs through the NCL and Lua 
languages, potentially offering improved performance when 
accessing resources. 

Starting from Profile C receivers2, a component known as 
AppCatUI (Application Catalog User Interface) becomes 
available. This component serves the purpose of listing 
applications accessible within the current DTV context, 
allowing viewers to trigger them. It also facilitates viewers in 
adding and removing applications, making them persistent, 

2 Profile C was specifically designed for receivers distributed 
during the analog TV signal switch-off process, representing 

and initiating their execution. Such applications can be 
delivered OTA with appropriate installation permissions, 
installed from external memory devices (/ExtMem), or 
downloaded from authorized repositories accessible via 
broadband connections. 

However, despite offering these possibilities, the current 
TV 2.5 specifications fall short of enabling an application-
oriented TV approach for several reasons. Firstly, this 
limitation arises because the initial entry point into the TV 
content consumption experience revolves around the channel 
abstraction, typically managed by native software responsible 
for channel switching, depicted in Figure 1 with the 
suggestive term “zapper”. Notably, this “zapper” is not an 
integral part of the middleware specifications and so Ginga 
applications have only limited control over the behavior of 
the zapper. When they intend to present OTT content, for 
example, they are required to employ an additional media 
player, which usually has a lifecycle closely tied to the 
application itself. If an attempt is made to switch to another 
application, the current player instance will be terminated. 
This underscores the necessity of incorporating a persistent 
media player as an essential element of the new architecture 
for TV 3.0 application coding. 

Moreover, the application-oriented paradigm holds the 
potential to conceal the concept of traditional channels, 
presenting each broadcaster as an application capable of 
providing access to its complete ecosystem of content and 
services. To achieve this goal, it is imperative to introduce a 
user interface, a component of the application coding layer, 
that can list each broadcaster's initial application and provide 
access to other applications offered by broadcasters for 
installation or execution. The existing AppCatUI can indeed 
list installed Ginga applications and those available in the 
current DTV context, but it lacks the capability to showcase 
applications as primary UI for all broadcasters. 

To address these specifics, the proposal, well-established 
between the R&D team and the SBTVD Forum for an 
application-oriented TV, suggests making adaptations to 
existing middleware architecture components. These changes 
aim to minimize the impact on current implementations while 
allowing viewers to embrace the new paradigm. The 
proposed architecture for coding TV 3.0 applications is 
depicted in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Proposed TV 3.0 application coding architecture. 

a significant evolution addressing advanced requirements for 
implementing public policies and digital inclusion [16] 
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The revamped AppCatUI evolves into a TV 3.0 
Application Catalog, serving as a front-end for viewers to 
identify available broadcasters, explore their content 
ecosystems, and configure profiles and other potential 
options previously absent in TV receivers. In this 
architecture, a persistent media player enables seamless 
switching between OTA and OTT content within 
broadcasters' applications without playback interruptions. 
The next application can then decide whether to maintain the 
player with the current content, recommend new content, or 
even switch automatically to other content, all with the 
viewer's best experience in mind. 

The figure also incorporates new components to access 
resources from other TV 3.0 system layers, notably the 
transport layer based on the ROUTE/DASH specification. 
Additional extensions to this architecture, discussed in 
Section VII, support integration with sensory effects, 
advanced interaction recognition, and virtual reality devices. 
It is anticipated that APIs supported by Ginga-NCL and 
Ginga CC WebServices will be expanded to accommodate 
solutions for the ongoing requirements. 

To list an initial application for each broadcaster within the 
TV 3.0 Application Catalog, the conventional and time-
consuming channel scanning process can be presented to 
viewers as an application discovery process. To expedite this 
process in TV 3.0, various options are being considered. 
These include the automatic instantiation of each initial 
application into the Application Catalog, eliminating the need 
for individual application downloads for each station found. 
Additionally, when the receiver is connected to the internet, 
a new discovery web service could provide a list of licensed 
broadcasters in the installation region. This could enable the 
automatic instantiation of an application, even in cases of 
weak signals, directing viewers to the broadcaster's linear 
OTT content if available. Another advantage of such a 
discovery service is the potential for automatic updates to the 
applications list, eliminating the need for repeated scanning 
processes as currently required for adding new TV channels. 

These innovative possibilities are designed to enhance the 
viewer's experience and can be assessed through 
experimental prototyping of the entire viewer journey, even 
involving TV receiver aspects beyond the scope of free-to-air 
digital TV standards. The subsequent section outlines the 
initial steps in designing a possible viewer/interactor journey. 

III. APPLICATION-BASED TV EXPERIENCE

Application-oriented TV is the central concept for 
understanding the paradigm shift proposed for the third 
generation of Brazilian digital TV. The change is 
technological but also cultural, as it alters the way viewers 
traditionally relate to accessing the content offered by 
broadcasters. In the proposed model, channels will be 
replaced by applications offered by broadcasters. From this 
initial application, each broadcaster will be able to create its 
own ecosystem of internal apps and offer content both OTA 
and OTT, which the viewer will access depending on the 
existence of connectivity on their Smart TV. 

3 Murray [18] defines an interactor as someone who 
effectively interacts with content on a media device. 

This evolution makes sense in a scenario in which the 
predominant Smart TVs on the market already offer FAST 
(Free Ad-Supported Television) channels, which compete 
without regulation for the audience with free-to-air channels 
distributed by broadcast. In addition to FAST channels, there 
is a whole range of streaming applications that occupy the 
screen and, in the case of televisions connected to the 
Internet, monopolize viewers' choices. In fact, there are even 
keys dedicated to streaming services on the minimalist 
remote controls. In fact, on these televisions, it is increasingly 
difficult for viewers to find the free-to-air TV channels whose 
content they want to consume. The proposal for an 
application-oriented television paradigm attempts to resolve 
this issue by offering the viewers an experience in which they 
can easily identify the devices' native apps and the 
applications from free-to-air broadcasters. 

To facilitate the design of a possible viewer/interactor3 
journey (see subsection III.A), we first focused on assessing 
the interfaces of current smart TVs and studied video 
streaming on digital platforms. The examination included 
studying the most commonly used smart TV models in the 
Brazilian market, based on operating systems such as Roku 
TV, Android TV or Google TV, WebOS, and Tizen. These 
platforms exhibit differences in content presentation and 
viewer interaction. Roku TV and Android TV prioritize 
application presentation, while WebOS and Tizen focus on 
keeping audiovisual content on the screen for extended 
periods, overlaying settings, menus, and other applications 
only when activated by the viewer. Across all systems, free–
to–air TV content occupies a distinct application space, 
varying in colors, icons, and terminology. 

In the analysis of streaming services and their interfaces, 
we aimed to identify familiar paths for audiovisual 
consumers, seeking to adapt these experiences to new 
interactive actions and requirements for a possible TV 3.0 
Application Catalog interface. We observed that different 
platforms often share similarities in presenting content on 
their home screens, primarily dedicated to on-demand 
content. Tabs categorize content by genre and format, such as 
drama, comedy, sports, and news. Live content is typically 
featured within specific applications. For instance, Globoplay 
includes live TV content, including simultaneous broadcasts 
from Globo and other affiliated channels. RTVEplay 
prominently displays live content on its platform, and Pluto 
TV offers live content on its home page while organizing on-
demand content in a separate tab. 

Initial findings have been incorporated into a proposed 
viewer’s journey model, including icon arrangement on TVs, 
the importance of a universally recognizable identifier for 
free-to-air TV, and the need to carefully consider the 
relationship between viewers/interactors and the TV 3.0 
Application Catalog interface to ensure a seamless transition 
for those accustomed to traditional TV. 

We are also exploring the concept of a "networked time" 
called "Timelink" to free viewers from rigid linear TV 
scheduling. To establish Timelink and provide viewers with 
time control, an intuitive program guide using deep links in 

This open access article is distributed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC-BY) license. https://
set.org.br/ijbe doi: 10.18580/setijbe.2023.1 Web Link: https://dx.doi.org/10.18580/setijbe.2023.1
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Electronic Program Guide (EPG) metadata sent by 
broadcasters is crucial. While browsing the guide, viewers 
can access detailed information about each content item and 
initiate playback with a simple click. The guide can also 
signal which content is immediately available, considering 
viewer preferences and internet connectivity. This guide 
streamlines access to both OTA and OTT content. 

In a non-linear TV landscape, a more efficient and 
intelligent use of remote control, particularly the colored 
buttons, is under investigation. 

Lastly, the concept of a second screen is being reimagined 
as a mirror of the television screen on a separate device, a 
departure from the current practice of integrating the remote 
control within the TV interface. 

A. A VIEWER’S JOURNEY PROPOSAL FOR EVALUATING THE
APP-ORIENTED TV EXPERIENCE 

The proposal for a viewer's journey of an application-based 
television, reproduced below, considers cultural, social and 
economic aspects of how Brazilians consume audiovisual 
content on free-to-air TV from the time the device is turned 
on for the first time to be configured until the moment the 
viewer chooses and watches what is being broadcasted. 

An important TV 3.0 feature lies in personalizing content 
according to the viewer's preferences. When turning on the 
TV for the first time, the viewer is invited to choose the 
configuration language, which includes accessibility options 
with audio descriptions. This is followed by the possibility of 
defining a profile that can be shared with broadcasters, with 
the definition of important characteristics such as whether it 
is a child and what age recommendation for content is 
suggested. Figure 3 illustrates this viewer profile creation 
screen. 

Figure 3. Viewer profile screen. 

Instead of the channel scanning process, in TV 3.0, there is 
the process of discovering initial apps from broadcasters. This 
process is based on the geographic location of the receiver, so 
it will list the stations that are available in that region. Figure 
4 illustrates the discovery of three broadcasters. 

In Figure 5, the purpose of this screen is that the viewer can 
easily identify where free-to-air TV stations are found on 
Smart TVs. This screen represents a possible harmonization 
with a clear indication of what are OTT streaming apps, 
broadcast apps and FAST channels. 

Figure 4. Broadcaster scanning. 

Figure 5. Example of a Smart TV Home screen harmonizing 
streaming and broadcast TV apps. 

Figure 6 shows the TV 3.0 Application Catalog, a screen 
where all the initial apps for free-to-air TV broadcasters in the 
region are listed for the viewer. This screen corresponds to 
the usual broadcast TV screen, which is zapped using the 
remote control in the traditional way. 

Figure 6: TV 3.0 Application Catalog environment. 

Figure 7 illustrates the initial app of a broadcaster. Here, the 
viewer has access to traditional, linear audiovisual content 
that comes over the air. To watch this content, the TV receiver 
does not need to have an active Internet connection, and the 
broadcaster has some control over it, including visual identity 
settings to be applied to such a common initial app. 
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Figure 7: Broadcaster initial app. 

Finally, in Figure 8, we see the recommendation ecosystem 
of a broadcaster that suggests both OTA and OTT content. 
Depending on the receiver's connectivity, they will have 
access to a larger catalog of content. 

Figure 8: Broadcaster content recommendation ecosystem. 

IV. APPLICATION CODING SUPPORT FOR TV 3.0
AUDIO/VIDEO CODECS AND EXTENSIBILITY

Following the recommendations resulting from the tests 
and evaluations of TV 3.0 Project Phase 2, new video and 
audio codecs will be incorporated into TV 3.0. At the 
application layer, the R&D team has been working on how to 
provide support so that applications can use the advances and 
features of these new media. Efforts have been put into 
finding and integrating decoders and players for the video 
codecs adopted for standardization - Versatile Video Coding 
(VVC) ISO/IEC 23090-3, MPEG-I part 3, and Low 
Complexity Enhancement Video Coding (LCEVC) MPEG-5 
Part 2 - which brings with it several advantages, such as better 
video quality with lower bit rates than its predecessors. 
Furthermore, the team is also committed to integrating the 
MPEG-H audio (ISO/IEC 23008-3) player, developed by the 
proponents themselves, which in addition to reproducing the 
new immersive audio standard, also features an interface that 
allows interaction with audio objects and customization of the 
various functionalities offered, such as changing channels to 
choose a track, selecting a language, etc. 

Concerning the extensibility requirement, the team has 
focused on surveying the APIs for listing receiver properties 
and resources, both in Ginga-NCL and Ginga CC WS. The 
idea is that these APIs can be updated and harmonized 
according to new features introduced with the TV 3.0 project, 
such as version 4.0 of the NCL language. Therefore, TV 3.0 

applications will be able to consult what features and 
functionalities are available on a receiver, and thus be able to 
adapt to them. This can allow even different receivers to run 
applications with adapted functionalities. 

V. APPLICATION CODING SUPPORT FOR ACCESSIBILITY 
CONTENT

To test and evaluate the transmission and reception of 
captions, sign language glosses, and audio description, a 
prototyping environment was proposed. 

This environment is centered on the Ginga CC WS server, 
which manages the distribution and synchronization of the 
accessibility media. A REST API, which is still under 
development, has been extended from the existing one in 
TV2.5. It provides routes that allow a client, external to the 
TV and connected to the same local network, to access this 
media as long as it is authenticated on the TV. 

In this way, client applications can request and access the 
sign language gloss, subtitles, and audio description media. 
From this, various scenarios can be explored. In the case of 
hearing-impaired viewers, the glosses received can be 
displayed in Sign Language visual format on the user's device 
without overlaying the video being shown on the TV screen. 
In the case of subtitle display, different viewers can access 
subtitles in the language they prefer, allowing different 
people to receive different content. And the audio description 
client running on their cell phone can receive the audio so the 
user can listen to it through headphones without disturbing 
other viewers. 

This allows content to be customized simultaneously and 
in a non-imposing way since each user can have their own 
customization on their personal device without interference 
from others. 

Figure 9 shows this environment and demonstrates the 
three scenarios presented. It's possible to see the Ginga CC 
WS server on the TV delivering the 3 accessibility media 
contents to mobile devices via a Wi-Fi network. Each device 
receives its media and plays it according to its type. An 
accessibility user can view or listen to the content received on 
the devices. 

The Ginga CC WS prototype is being implemented over 
node.js, and it relies on a static cyclic content to simulate a 
real environment.  

The media to be provided were prepared in such a way that 
the subtitles, glosses and audio description had equivalent 
content. To do this, the subtitles for a given video were 
generated manually, followed by their translation into glosses 
using the VLibras translator [10]. The audio file was 
produced and recorded by one of the team members. To 
simulate a real broadcast environment in which subtitles and 
glosses are broadcast continuously, they were segmented into 
2-second chunks, and each was stored in a different TTML
file. In this way, the content is transmitted every 2 seconds to
clients connected via sockets or websockets. At the end of the
file transmission, Ginga CC WS restarts the cycle,
transmitting the first files again.

The test application was created using HTML5 and 
Javascript. It offers both a desktop version suitable for TV 
screens and a mobile version optimized for mobile devices. 
Regardless of the platform it's accessed from, the application 
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consists of three main modules: one for displaying sign 
language, another for showing captions, and a third for 
playing audio descriptions. 

Figure 9. Accessibility prototyping environment. 

The visual representation of captions in IMSC1 format is 
done using the open-source library imscJS [8]. This library 
interprets the content present in IMSC1/TTML subtitle files, 
allowing subtitles to be displayed in the application with the 
appropriate graphic formatting. 

The sign language module receives the glosses from the 
Ginga CC WS server via a websocket. For the representation 
in sign language format, the application was integrated with 
the VLibras Widget [7], a tool that has a 3D avatar that 
reproduces the glosses in sign language format. 

The audio description module requests the Ginga CC WS 
server to this media and receives the HTTP URL for the audio 
in DASH format [9]. The audio is then played back and the 
user can listen to it on their mobile device's speaker or 
through connected headphones. Figure 10 shows this 
application running during SET Expo 2023. It's possible to 
see the caption and sign language modules in execution at the 
same time on TV and on a tablet device. 

Figure 10. Accessibility application for mobile and TV. 

VI. APPLICATION CODING SUPPORT FOR IMMERSIVE 
EXPERIENCES

Regarding the support for immersive experiences, the 
R&D team presented two use case applications during SET 

Expo 2023. The first focused on the execution of sensory 
effects and multimodal/multiuser support. The second 
allowed executing parts of the application on a head-mounted 
display (HMD) connected to the TV. 

Sensory effects are used in entertainment (e.g cinema and 
games) to increase the user experience providing more 
immersion when consuming content. Aiming to provide 
immersive experiences in Digital TV environments, NCL 4.0 
allows integrating sensory effects into interactive TV 
applications. In the first immersive experience use case, the 
R&D team specified an NCL 4.0 application that allows 
synchronizing light and aroma sensory effects with the 
audiovisual content transmitted by the broadcasters.  

For the Ginga middleware to support the execution of the 
multisensory applications specified in NCL 4.0, it is 
necessary to add components capable of communicating with 
sensory effect renderers in the DTV receiver environment. In 
this way, the multisensory application will be able to 
activate/deactivate sensory effects and control effect 
presentation characteristics, such as position, the light effect 
color, the smell of the aroma effect, etc. 

The sensory effects rendering is performed by the 
component named Sensory Effect Renderer present in Ginga 
common core as illustrated in Figure 11. Each Sensory Effect 
Renderer effect is associated with only one sensory effect and 
vice versa. The renderer defines interfaces enabling the 
Ginga-NCL formatter to communicate with the rendering 
devices and trigger actions such as starting the effect 
presentation, or preparing a sensory effect to guarantee 
temporal synchronization of the application.  

Figure 11. Ginga architecture to support immersive 
applications 

Physical devices for rendering effects may be from 
different manufacturers and support different communication 
protocols. This communication must be implemented by the 
Device API, which is specific to each rendering device. The 
Device API must implement a set of functions such as 
connection to a physical device, activation/deactivation and 
modifying the effect intensity. 

Another feature of TV 3.0 is the support for user interaction 
using different modes of interaction such as gestures, voice 
and even facial expression recognition. For example, a 
broadcaster can transmit an NCL 4.0 application capable of 
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adapting the content presented according to the viewer's 
facial expressions that it identifies. 

User interactions with the multimedia application are 
managed by Interaction Modules present in Ginga common 
core. These interaction modules communicate with physical 
devices through predefined methods and notify the 
middleware when an interaction has been recognized. 
Additionally, the module can inform the middleware the user 
that performs an interaction if the recognition device is 
capable of identifying the user. 

The first demo application showcased during SET EXPO 
2023 is a travel show that presents four videos related to 
tourist attractions in the city of Rio de Janeiro. Initially, the 
application presents two videos related to the beaches of Rio 
de Janeiro (Ipanema and Copacabana). In both videos, a sea 
aroma is triggered by the application. Furthermore, a yellow 
light effect is presented when the sunset appears in Ipanema, 
and a blue light effect happens when it is a sunny morning in 
Copacabana. The third video presents the Botanical Garden 
that is synchronized with a green light effect. Additionally, 
the viewer can interact with the third video using gesture 
interaction to pause or resume it, as illustrated in Figure 12.  

Figure 12. Support for gesture interaction. 

Finally, the last video presents Christ the Redeemer, and a 
voice-based viewer interaction is asked in order to choose the 
last part of the show. Based on the viewer's choice, a 
personalized fifth video is presented. When a viewer 
interacts, his/her profile identification, which is already 
registered in the TV receiver, is recognized and shown, as 
presented in Figure 13. This use case also demonstrates that 
TV 3.0 can identify the viewer that interacts with it.  

Figure 13. Support for user interaction identification. 

In the use case related to the Guaraná proposal, the user 
starts its experience on a broadcaster’s application. In that 
application the user has the option to watch a program where 

additional content is executed in an HMD. That program 
presents a classical music performance inside the Tiradentes 
Palace in Rio de Janeiro. The same content presented on the 
TV is available in 360º in the viewer’s HMD. Together with 
the 360º video, the application presents photos of the palace 
and a video presenting the palace’s architecture. Whenever 
the viewer turns its head in the direction of the orchestra 
conductor, an image describing his biography is presented. 
Figure 14 presents an overview of the 360º scene presented 
in the HMD. 

Figure 14. 360º scene overview. 

To implement that use case the R&D team used an 
implementation of the middleware Ginga Common-Core 
Web Services component (CC-WS) with the new API 
proposed for registering remote devices that will execute part 
of the application (in this case, a 360º scene). Once a device 
registers itself as a remote device, the CC-WS creates a 
WebSocket for the bidirectional communication between 
CC-WS and HMD. Once the main application (executed at
the TV) starts its execution, i.e., the 2D version of the
orchestra presentation, at the TV, the CC-WS component
transmits to the HMD the description of the 360º scene. As
the presentation unfolds, the CC-WS component sends
commands instructing the HMD to start/stop presenting the
content in the scene. Whenever the Guaraná logo at the
orchestra conductor is in the user field of view, the HMD
sends to CC-WS an interaction report indicating the start of
the View event of the logo. The same is performed when the
logo exits the field of view, triggering the end of the View
event. Once the CC-WS receives a start/stop of the View
event, it replies to the HMD with a command to start/stop the
conductor biography.

VII. FINAL REMARKS

In conclusion, this paper presents a comprehensive 
exploration of the innovative TV 3.0 project, focusing on the 
R&D progress on various aspects of the application coding 
layer.  

TV 3.0 project has ushered in a new era of television 
technology by prioritizing an application-oriented TV 
experience. Through meticulous research and development, 
the project has been fundamental to rethink how viewers 
interact with television content. The transformation of the 
traditional TV interface into a versatile, application-centric 
platform has the potential to enhance user engagement and to 
offer viewers a personalized control over their content 
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consumption. 
However, it's important to acknowledge that the TV 3.0 

project remains a work in progress. The application coding 
requirements addressed in this paper are part of an ongoing 
journey, and solutions will continue to evolve. As the project 
progresses, it is expected that the remaining requirements will 
also be tackled with innovative solutions, further enhancing 
the TV 3.0 possibilities. 

Extensibility plays a crucial role in the TV 3.0 project, with 
a commitment to evolving APIs in Ginga-NCL and Ginga CC 
WS. This adaptability ensures that TV 3.0 applications can 
seamlessly integrate with a wide range of receiver 
configurations, accommodating diverse user preferences and 
hardware capabilities. The ongoing development in this area 
promises even greater flexibility and compatibility in the 
future. 

Accessibility is at the forefront of TV 3.0, with a strong 
emphasis on customization. The project's dedication to 
providing tailored captions, sign language glosses, and audio 
descriptions ensures that television content is inclusive and 
accessible to a wide audience. As the project matures, these 
accessibility features will continue to evolve to meet the 
evolving needs of viewers. 

The paper also delves into the realm of immersive 
experiences, demonstrating TV 3.0's capability to 
synchronize sensory effects, support multimodal/multiuser 
interactions, and integrate with head-mounted displays. 
These developments represent a significant shift in television 
engagement, offering viewers interactive and captivating 
content experiences.  

The TV 3.0 project, in general, is promoting the way for a 
future where television transcends its traditional confines and 
provides viewers with unparalleled and personalized 
experiences. This paper serves as a testament to the exciting 
possibilities and innovations that lie ahead in the realm of TV 
3.0, with the understanding that the journey is ongoing, and 
the best is yet to come. 
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Abstract—In 2021 the Forum of the Brazilian Digital 
Terrestrial Television System (SBTVD) accomplished the phase
2 of the TV3.0 project, consisting of a series of tests of the
technologies proposed for this next generation of TVD system in 
Brazil. The tests were conducted by research groups of Brazilian
universities. Particularly referring to the audio coding layer of
the system, we carried out at the University of São Paulo 13
groups of tests, as prescribed in a public Call for Proposals 
(CfP), and could assess the technologies capabilities and
versatility in providing a series of new features for the next 
generation of audio for the digital broadcasting system. This 
paper summarizes the main results of this testing and evaluation
phase, and brings an overview of the stimulating new features
that content producers and audience would have available to
create and consume immersive and personalized services at 
home.

Index Terms— Next-generation Audio, Immersive Audio, 
Audio Coding, Audio Personalization, TV3.0

I. INTRODUCTION

HIS paper aims at presenting an overview of the results
of the evaluations and tests carried out on the candidate 

technologies proposed for the audio coding layer of the next-
generation of DTV (TV 3.0 system), detaching their 
distinguished features on audio immersivity and content 
personalization. Two of them were tested in laboratory and 
could have their features evaluated and their compliance 
verified against the requirements defined in the public Call 
for Proposals (CfP) issued by the Forum of the Brazilian 
Digital Terrestrial Television System (SBTVD) [1]. The 
methodology included the execution of 13 tests groups, 
applied to each of the technology systems, and employing a 
common set of audio test content material, so as to permit
assessment of performance and conformance issues based on
a common ground. 

The paper is to be organized as follows: first we present the
13 tests groups, their main features and technical 
requirements. Then, we present an overview of the
technologies considered, and the audio test content employed
in the tests. Following, the test cases performed in the 
laboratory are described, illustrating the facilities, employed 
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setups, operating steps and conditions. Next, considering the 
fulfilled features and requirements, we give a glance on the
potential of the new services expected in terms of audio 
immersion and content personalization control capabilities
that the sound in the TV3.0 will offer, and finish with some
pertinent discussions for the present and future.

II. TESTS GROUPS

The tests groups concerning the audio coding layer
performed in the Testing and Evaluation phase of the TV3.0
SBTVD project were defined in the Phase 2 Call for
Proposals (CfP) document first issued on December, 2020 by 
the Forum SBTVD and revised on March 15, 2021 [1]. The 
document describes 13 groups of Test Cases (TC) and the 
respective requirements (AC) for each Test Case, detailing 
the minimum technical specifications to be fulfilled. The tests 
were numbered from 1 to 13.

In this section we describe the Test Cases (TC), their
requirements (AC), and the main features addressed to be 
evaluated, as specified in the CfP.

1. Test 1 (Immersive audio)
Test 1 addressed three TCs. In TC1.1, the requirements to

the tested system were to demonstrate its ability to present
audio in the specified channel mode, and to present the audio
objects rendered together to various output setups (e.g., 2.0, 
5.1, and 5.1+4H channels), in accordance with the target
bitrate for this TC.

In TC1.2, the requirement was to demonstrate the system’s 
ability to present scene-based HOA (Higher-Order
Ambisonics) content in accordance with the target bitrate for 
this TC.

2. Test 2 (Interactivity and personalization)
Test 2 consisted of seven TCs. For TC2.1, the requirement

"AC2.1: Language Selection" addressed the system’s ability
to allow end-users to select between multiple audio languages
based on user interaction or automatic language selection
(e.g., the receiver’s preferred audio settings). 

For TC2.2, the requirement AC2.1 (Selection of different 
preselections) targeted the system’s ability to allow (or not) 
end-users to select between different preselections created in 
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the production. TC2.3 evaluated the system's ability to switch 
between multiple commentators (e.g., during a sports event 
the user at home could switch between the usual commentator
and the premium commentator or local team commentator).

For the Test Case TC2.4 the requirement (AC2.1: Display 
of textual labels) concerned the system’s ability to display to 
the end-users correct textual labels for all audio objects that 
allow interactivity options and preselections as created in
production. Test Case TC2.5 evaluated the system’s ability to 
enable the end-users to interact with any audio object and 
adjust the object level at the end-user’s device according to 
broadcaster settings in production (requirement AC2.2:
Audio object loudness interactivity changing the level
relative to the background). The user should be able to 
increase/decrease the object level (relative to the background)
inside a range of min/max gain specified by the broadcaster, 
which might differ for each object. 

The TC2.6 evaluated the requirement "AC2.3: Audio 
object interactivity, changing the object position". The test
consisted of demonstrating the system’s ability to enable the 
end-users to interact with any object and to adjust the sound
object position at the end-user’s device, according to
broadcaster settings.

The last TC in this group – TC2.7 – addressed the 
requirement "AC2.4: Enable Interactivity when using 
external sound reproduction systems''. It aimed to 
demonstrate the system’s ability to enable interactivity when 
using external sound reproduction devices (e.g. 
soundbar/AVR, home theaters). The tests should demonstrate
the system’s ability to enable the interactivity options on the 
main receiving device (e.g., TV/STB) while the immersive 
sound is reproduced by the external sound reproduction 
device.

3. Test 3 (Audio description)
Test 3 consisted of four Test Cases addressing the selection

and use of audio description content, delivered as an 
additional audio object with associated metadata. 

For the TC3.1, the tested requirements were "AC3.1 and 
AC3.2: Audio description in the same stream as the main 
audio". It aimed to demonstrate the system’s ability to enable
audio description delivered in the same stream as the main
audio (e.g., a single stream containing the main audio mix and
alternative mix with audio description). 

Test Case TC3.2 (requirement "AC3.3 Part 1: Audio 
description delivered as an additional audio object")
consisted in demonstrating the system’s ability to enable the
audio description service, when available, and Test Case
TC3.3 (requirement "AC3.3 Part 2: Audio description 
delivered as additional audio objects and language selection")
aimed to demonstrate the end user's ability to enable/disable 
audio description available in multiple languages.

For the Test Case TC3.4, the requirement was: "AC3.3 Part 
3: Audio description delivered as additional audio objects and
spatial separation of main dialog and audio description". This
test should demonstrate the system’s ability to enable/disable 
audio description and spatially separate the main dialog and
the audio description for better speech intelligibility".

4. Test 4 (Audio emergency warning information)
The test 4 consisted of only one TC (TC4.1) which should

demonstrate how the audio system can deliver emergency 
warning information audio content. The test concerned 
showing what metadata is carried in the audio bitstream and 
how other applications could access or process this metadata 
to achieve the same result (e.g. some sort of API 
specification).

5. Test 5 (Flexible audio playback configuration)
For Test 5 (Flexible audio playback configuration), only

one TC addressing the requirements "AC5.1 and AC5.2". The 
test should demonstrate the system’s ability to decode and 
render the same content using multiple audio playback 
configurations and systems, including TV loudspeakers, 
soundbars, home theaters (immersive and 5.1 AVRs), and
binaural.

6. Test 6 (Consistent loudness)
For Test 6, three TCs were conducted. TC6.1 addressed the

requirement "AC6.1: Loudness Normalization Test -
Programs" and the test should demonstrate the system's 
ability to achieve the target loudness level across multiple 
programs, i.e., to evaluate the effectiveness of solutions for 
guaranteeing a consistent loudness experience, without 
undesired (and sometimes exaggerated) volume changes 
between different programs.

TC6.2 addressed the requirement AC6.2 (Loudness 
Normalization Test for Preselections) and should 
demonstrate the ability to preserve the target loudness level
across multiple preselections inside the same program. TC6.3 
(requirement AC6.2: Loudness Compensation Test) should 
demonstrate the ability to preserve the target loudness level
after user interaction (e.g., if the user increases the level of
the dialog the overall loudness shall not increase).

7. Test 7 (Seamless configuration changes and
Audio/Video alignment)

For the Test 7, seven TCs were evaluated. Test Case TC7.1
addressed the requirement "AC7.1: Seamless configuration 
changes'' and considered demonstrating the system’s ability 
to seamlessly play back content during configuration 
changes. Configuration changes between available 
configurations could include, for instance, combinations 
between 2.0, 5.1, and 5.1+4H output formats.

TC7.2 (requirement "AC7.2: Seamless content playback
during user interaction") should demonstrate the ability to
seamlessly playback content during user interaction, such as 
changes between different audio languages or preselections, 
increasing or decreasing the level of various audio objects, 
without audio drop-outs or glitches. 

TC7.3 (requirement "AC7.3 Part 1: Seamless content
playback during changes in production") should demonstrate 
the system’s ability to seamlessly playback content during 
changes in production during a live broadcast. This test 
employed a special live setup, with equipment and software 
to permit a live edition of the broadcasting settings. Typical 
changes in a live broadcast should be tested, including: 

a. Change the audio scene (objects, preselections, etc.);
b. Enable/disable dialogs in multiple languages;
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c. Enable/disable Audio Description in multiple
languages;

d. Enable/disable interactivity options for one or more
preselections;

e. Change the interactivity options (min/max gain and
position values) for one or more objects;

f. Change the textual labels for one or more objects or
preselections.

TC7.4 (requirement AC7.3 Part 2: Seamless content 
playback during changes in production using a contribution 
feed) should demonstrate the system's ability to seamlessly 
playback during changes in production in a live broadcast 
scenario.

TC7.5 (requirement "AC7.4 Part 1: Seamless Ad-
Insertion") should demonstrate the system’s ability to enable
seamless advertisement insertion at any time instance, e.g.,
switch between the main feed authored live (e.g. a content
playout 1) and an additional feed containing a pre-authored 
advertisement break (e.g. a content playout 2).

TC7.6 (requirement "AC7.4 Part 2: User selection 
persistency after the Ad-break") should demonstrate the 
ability to preserve the user interaction settings after the ad-
break, e.g., if the user selects, before the ad- break, the 
English language (EN) and increases the dialog level with 7 
dB, after the ad-break the content will start with the exact
same settings. 

TC7.7 (requirement "AC7.4 Part 3: Hybrid Delivery")
should demonstrate the system’s ability to synchronize and 
replace the main soundtrack delivered via broadcast for an 
alternative audio signal delivered via broadband (Internet
link). 

8. Test 8 (Audio coding efficiency)
For Test 8 (Audio coding efficiency), the CfP document

specified that "the proponent’s documentation provided on 
the Quality Assessment Reports should provide the data to 
analyze the audio coding efficiency". Therefore, this TC 
focused on the analysis of available technical assessments
and previous studies, such as subjective tests, conducted by 
third parties [2-6], mainly to evaluate the system's ability to 
deliver the minimum MUSHRA (ITU-R BS.1534-3 Multiple
Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor, a subjective test 
methodology) quality scores for several audio formats and 
target bitrates

9. Test 9 (Audio End to end latency)
Test 9 considered two requirements to evaluate the

system's ability to provide live audio with minimum end-to-
end latency.

The requirement AC9.1 was specified to be tested during 
the execution of Test Case TC1.1, and considered if the 
proponent's system was able to encode and decode according
to the requirements AC1.1.1, AC1.1.2, and AC1.1.3. 

The requirement AC9.2 was not to be analyzed with a
feature test, and should be verified through the analysis of the
proponent’s documentation provided in the Document 
Analysis phase. As specified in the CfP, the delay (latency) 
of each module of the real-time test setup should be
documented, including the audio and video encoding delay,
additional video buffering (if any) before the video encoder, 

audio decoding and rendering delay, transcoding to a 
different format delay, and final decoding delay in the 
external sound reproduction system.

10. Test 10 (Audio/Video synchronization)
Test 10 consisted of only one TC. TC10.1 addressed the

requirement "AC10.1" targeted to demonstrate the system’s 
ability to perform adequate A/V synchronization.

11. Test 11 (New immersive audio services)
For Test 11, the single Test Case TC11.1 addressed the

requirement "AC11.1" and the test task was to verify the 
system's ability to perform playback of audio demonstrating
one or more of those applications: VR / AR / XR / 3DoF
(Degree of Freedom) / 6DoF. A video codec should be chosen 
by the proponent to be used in this test. 

12. Test 12 (Interoperability with different distribution
platforms)

Test 12 consisted of a single TC (TC12.1) whose 
requirements were AC12.1 and AC13.1. The test aimed to
demonstrate the system’s ability to send multiple audio 
contents over two or more communications channels.

13. Test 13 (Audio scalability and extensibility)
For Test 13 the CfP specified two requirements: "AC13.1"

(for scalability) and "AC13.2" (for extensibility). The use test 
addressed the system's ability to enable scalability (e.g. to
enhance the over-the-air audio experience with additional
Internet-delivered audio content, such as new sports 
commentator options) and extensibility (e.g. support new
settings and/or features in the future, in a backward-
compatible way). 

III. TECHNOLOGIES IN CONSIDERATION

Three international audio coding standards responded to 
the Call for Proposals (CfP) of technologies and were
accepted as candidates to supply their systems for the audio 
component/layer of the TV3.0 system.

This section provides a concise introduction to the three 
audio coding technologies taken into consideration in the 
SBTVD TV3.0 testing and evaluation phase: the AVSA;
Dolby Atmos (AC-4); and MPEG-H. 

A. AVSA system
The acronym AVSA stands for AVS-Audio, the IEEE

1857.8-2020 Standard for Second Generation Audio Coding,
also known as the audio stream that matches AVS2 audio
standard [7]. This standard defines a set of tools for the 
compression, decompression, and packaging of multimedia
data, aimed at efficient transmission and storage over the 
Internet. This standard, an evolution of the IEEE Std. 1857.2-
2013, provides a flexible configuration of compression 
parameters to deliver an improved Quality of Experience 
(QoE). This includes bitrates ranging from 16 kb/s to 192 kb/s 
per channel, and supports up to 128 channels for audio signals 
with a sampling frequency from 8 kHz to 192 kHz and
quantization resolutions of 8, 16, and 24 bits.

It presents a defined set of audio encoding tools for the 
transmission and decoding of recorded music, voice,
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environmental sounds, and instrumentals. The framework of 
AVS2 (Audio Video Coding Standard 2) is divided into two 
profiles: the base channel encoding profile (base_profile) and
the 3D audio object encoding profile (3D_profile). The 3D 
object encoding includes object audio data and metadata, 
allowing for spatial configuration, movement localization,
and additional descriptive information such as acoustic 
properties, directional cues, and volume levels.

AVS2 distinguishes itself by employing adaptive bit rate
control and advanced psychoacoustic models to achieve high 
compression efficiency without compromising sound quality.
It offers encoding options for both channel signal and audio
object, allowing a flexible configuration between 128 sound 
objects and 128 channel signals. Furthermore, the GA 
(General Audio) encoding technology provides multiple 
encoding options that share a common core module, thus
achieving high efficiency and low algorithmic latency.

When compared to its predecessor, AVS2 has improved 
the degree of 3D audio encoding, achieving a greater 
compression efficiency and sound quality, and saving up to
50% in bit rate. This improvement makes the standard 
especially useful for applications and services that include
audio accompanying video, TV audio systems, digital audio 
storage, audio broadcasting, and communication. Hence, the
standard is suitable for high-resolution digital broadcasting,
digital storage media, broadband wireless multimedia 
communications, broadband Internet media streaming, digital
cinema, and video surveillance.

In the context of the IEEE 1857.8-2020 standard, the data
flow of the AVSA system is delineated in several steps,
ranging from audio input to encoded audio output. A
schematic for AVSA is shown in Fig. 1. Specifically, in
addition to the AVS2 audio encoding profiles, the General
Audio (GA) Encoding Technology also forms part of its 
ecosystem. AVSA is currently in use in broadcast services in 
China.

Fig. 1: Description diagram of the AVSA system as defined by the IEEE
1857.8-2020 standard.

B. AC-4 (Dolby) system
The Dolby AC-4 Audio Codec is defined in the technical

specification ETSI TS 103 190 (Digital Audio Compression 
AC-4 Standard) published by the European 
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) [8], and 
represents an innovation in encoding efficiency and
application versatility over the previous AC-3 format. It 
proposes several advancements in audio encoding and also 
offers flexibility and efficiency for a broad range of 
applications and output devices. As specified in ETSI TS 103 

190-2 (Part 2: Immersive and personalized audio), this codec
is designed to support a diverse range of content types,
including legacy channel-based, object-oriented immersive,
and customized audio [9]. Additionally, AC-4 is compatible
with the ATSC (Advanced Television System Committee)
3.0 audio system, leveraging several specific features to
enhance the quality and efficiency of audio transmission.

One of the highlighted features of AC-4 is the A/V frame 
alignment, aimed at mitigating complications associated with 
the synchronization of multimedia content at segmentation
points. When enabled, this feature claims significant
simplification on splicing workflows and transcoding to or 
from formats that utilize video-based frame alignment, such 
as HD-SDI (Serial Digital Interface, introduced by the 
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers -
SMPTE).

The AC-4 system also introduces improvements in
dialogue intelligibility through a user-controlled dialogue 
enhancement feature. Moreover, AC-4 incorporates support
for the Extensible Metadata Delivery Format (EMDF), as
defined in ETSI TS 103 190-1 (Part 1: Channel based 
coding). This format allows the transmission of third-party 
metadata and application data in AC-4 bitstreams, offering a 
framework for the inclusion of additional user data.

Regarding control of dynamic range and volume, AC-4
adheres to global standards, incorporating an extensive set of 
volume metadata and Dynamic Range Control (DRC) that are 
compliant with international norms, including ATSC A/85
[10]. This allows for flexible DRC implementation, adaptable
to a wide range of device profiles and user application 
scenarios.

Another advancement of AC-4 is its volume verification 
engine, which ensures the accuracy of the transmitted volume 
metadata. This feature, combined with a real-time volume 
leveler, can be activated to guarantee audio output
consistency. 

The AC-4 system offers an array of innovative features for 
efficient encoding and application versatility, as depicted in 
Fig. 2. It includes features like A/V frame alignment and 
DRC, among others. AC-4 has been selected as the Next-
Generation Audio (NGA) audio format for the United States, 
Canada and Mexico, formalized in the ATSC A/300
document.

Fig. 2: Description diagram of the Dolby AC-4 system, as specified in ETSI
TS 103 190-2.
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C. ISO/IEC MPEG-H 3D Audio system
The MPEG-H audio system represents an advanced

paradigm in NGA systems. This innovation is formalized as 
an open international standard under ISO/IEC 23008-3, also
known as MPEG-H 3D Audio [11][12]. One of the standout
features of this audio system is its declared ability to heighten 
realism, allowing sound to come not only from the sides but 
also from above and below the listener. This multi-
dimensional experience is further enriched by interactivity
features that enable viewers to customize their auditory
experience by choosing from various predefined audio 
presentations—referred to as Presets—or making manual
adjustments to audio elements.

The interactive potential is particularly evident in the 
system's integrated renderer and the advanced management
of dynamic range and volume, which optimize content
playback according to the capabilities of the playback device. 
This facilitates seamless audio content delivery across a
variety of devices, ranging from headphones to high-quality 
speaker systems, making it a versatile tool in content creation.

The roots of MPEG-H trace back to the Moving Pictures
Experts Group (MPEG), a joint initiative of the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), also responsible for the
introduction of the popular MP3, DVD and MP4 multimedia 
formats. This audio compression standard evolved through a
competitive and collaborative process involving experts in 
audio coding technology. MPEG-H audio encapsulates an 
intricate combination of highly efficient encoding 
technologies, the ability to represent audio in three different 
formats – channel-based, object-based, and scene-based – and 
advanced volume and dynamic range control (DRC).

Another notable element in the MPEG-H audio system is 
its classification into profiles and levels. Profiles are
essentially a subset of available tools tailored for specific 
applications. For instance, the High profile incorporates all 
features and is essentially a theoretical construct. Low 
complexity and Baseline profiles are more targeted, with the 
former including additional encoding tools for specific
applications such as Virtual Reality (VR) or Augmented 
Reality (AR). Levels introduce additional parameters that
allow for finer tuning of these tools.

MPEG-H has gained international acceptance and has been
included in many standards, such as ATSC 3.0, TTA in South 
Korea, and SBTVD in Brazil, as well as in 3GPP for 360° 
video streaming services over 5G (5th generation of mobile 
network).

The MPEG-H 3D Audio system offers an elaborate 
combination of functions, as illustrated in Fig. 3, whose 
features are determined by the profiles and levels used. In 
addition to being available on digital TV receivers, MPEG-H
decoding and rendering is currently available in a variety of
equipment, including AVR's and soundbar systems.

Fig. 3: Description diagram of the MPEG-H 3D Audio system, in
accordance with the international ISO/IEC 23008-3 standard.

IV. AUDIO TEST CONTENT

The mandatory tests used audio test content items provided 
by four different sources, and included audio (wav) files, 
video (mov) files, and metadata (xml) files describing the
audio program organization within the (sound items) payload.
After verifying the provided material, 24 (twenty four) audio 
test content items were validated to be used in the test cases. 

The audio test content items consisted of a rich set of types
covering several channel setup organizations, program 
combinations, audio material in different languages, audio-
description and emergency warning information. Twelve (12)
program file types were defined in the CfP, with different 
program structures, number of channels, sound content, and 
bitrates.

In this section we present the 12 test content types used,
describing the kind of content of specific items (e.g. what was
in the scene, types of sound included) and describing the file
type organization in terms of their ADM (Audio Definition 
Model) structure. 

A. An overview of the Audio Definition Model (ADM)
The ITU Audio Definition Model (ADM) is a more recent

standard proposed in 2019 for audio (scene and file) 
description in the Recommendation ITU-R BS.2076 [13].
The scheme has been connected to so-called "Next
Generation Audio" (NGA) and found support in the broadcast
community. In its construct, the audio elements are grouped
within the file according to a hierarchy of audioProgrammes,
audioContents and audioObjects, as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4: ADM file structure, according to ITU-R BS.2076.

Audio programmes and audio contents have attributes such 
as name and language. Audio programmes bring all the audio 
contents together: they combine all the contents to make the 
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complete ‘mix’. 
An audioProgramme may contain, for instance, an

audioContent for ‘narrator’ and another one for ‘background 
music’. Or, in another example, an audioProgramme may 
contain an audioContent for English speakers, called 
‘dialogue-en’, together with a ‘backgroundMusic’ content, 
and another audioProgramme may be prepared for
Portuguese speakers, which contains a ‘dialogue-port’ 
audioContent and the same ‘backgroundMusic’.

The objects are effectively sound source elements, they 
will have for example attributes such as azimuth, elevation 
and distance to describe the location of the sound in the scene.

The ADM model is divided into two sections: the content 
part, and the format part. The content part describes what is
contained in the audio, describing things such as the language 
of any dialogue, the loudness, etc. The format part describes 
the technical nature of the audio (e.g. the formats of the tracks 
and/or streams) so it can be decoded/rendered correctly.

Several types of audio are possible, for example: a 
conventional track (e.g. front-left track); a HOA component;
a group of channels, and so on. The type of audio stream will
define which channels are inside. There may be audio 
channels associated to DirectSpeakers (which will then 
associate a specific speakerLabel), or to a HOA pack, a
Matrix, or a Binaural set [13].

B. Tested audio content types
The following paragraphs present the 12 file types used in

the tests, with examples of specific validated items of each
type. The presentation of each file type begins by numbering
the programs/contents included, with a brief description of
their content, and information on the number of channels and 
bitrate of the file. 

The rationale behind the segregation and/or grouping of 
elements throughout distinct programs, in different 
multichannel sets, is in facilitating their selection and access 
for experience personalization. It should be noted that Test
Cases therefore derive from what each content organization 
can offer, and the content selection and personalization that
might be possible, with each type, depends on that
organization

1. 1: Stereo Mix (Language 1) - (2 Channels / 48kbps)

This file type has the following ADM structure:

Three specific test items were used:
● 1.1 Aphorism on nature. Content: Nature

documentary featuring a Portuguese narrator
discussing the importance of nature. It includes
ambient sounds (e.g. running water, footsteps, birds,
bats) and background music.

● 1.2 Mountain bike. Content: GoPro-style biking trail
recording, capturing the biker's breathing, the wheel
against the ground, and wind sounds.

● 1.3 Trains passing by. Content: Urban subway
footage with varying low and high sound levels.

2. 1: Stereo mix (Language 1) + 2: Stereo mix
(Language 2) + 3: Stereo Audio Description
(Language 1) - (6 channels / 144kbps)

This file type has the following ADM structure:

Two specific test items were used:
● 2.1 Aphorism on nature. Content: Two stereo mix

contents with different narrators (one in Portuguese,
one in English) backed by environment sounds
(steps in a cave, trees being hit by the wind and a
torch) and classic music playing as background
soundtrack. One stereo audio description content (in
Portuguese).

● 2.2 Phoenix - German & French. Content: European
post-war movie with two stereo mixes (French and
German dialogue), and background natural sounds
like birds chirping and gravel footsteps.

3. 1: Channel Bed 2.0 + 2: Language 1 Mono + 3:
Language 2 Mono + 4: Audio Description Mono
(Language 1) + 5: Emergency Warning Information
Mono - (6 channels / 192kbps)

This file type has the following ADM structure:

Two specific test items were used:
● 3.1 Aphorism on nature. Content: Similar to 2.1 with

nature documentary content and three narrators.
● 3.2 4ever. Content: Short video clip for a French

television company, featuring a city bell, classical
music, and multiple languages.

4. Channel Bed 5.1 - (6 channels / 144kbps)

This file type has the following ADM structure:

 typ wing

 ty wing

 typ wing
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Three specific test items were used:
● 4.1 Aphorism on nature. Content: Nature

documentary with Portuguese narration. Features
similar ambient sounds as prior examples.

● 4.2 Mountain bike. Content: GoPro-style biking trail
recording, similar to content 1.2..

● 4.3 Record’s report. Content: Five-minute news
report, in Portuguese with background music.

5. 1: Channel Bed 5.1 + 2: Language 1 Mono + 3:
Language 2 Mono - (8 channels / 240kbps)

This file type has the following ADM structure:

Two specific test items were used:
● 5.1 Aphorism on nature. Content: Nature

documentary with dual narration in Portuguese and
English translation, featuring similar ambient
sounds.

● 5.2 One day in berlin. Content: Daily life in the city
during summer with Portuguese and German
narrations.

6. Channel Bed 5.1+4H - (10 channels / 256kbps)

This file type has the following ADM structure:

Three specific test items were used:

● 6.1 Aphorism on nature. Content: Features ambient
nature sounds without narration.

● 6.2 Mountain bike. Content: GoPro-style biking trail
recording.

● 6.3 Eurovision Sweden. Content: Audio from the
Eurovision Israel 2019 event featuring piano,
opening music, a singer, and a crowd.

7. 1: Channel Bed 5.1+4H + 2: Language 1 Mono +
3: Language 2 Mono - (12 channels / 352kbps)

This file type has the following ADM structure:

Two specific test items were used:
● 7.1 Aphorism on nature. Content: Nature

documentary with ambient sounds.
● 7.2 Le Mans Astray. Content: First half features a

high-speed car and traffic sounds; the second half
transitions to a nature documentary.

8. 1: Channel Bed 5.1+4H + 2: Language 1 Mono +
3: Language 2 Mono + 4: Mix Stereo (Language 1)
+ 5: Mix Mono (Language 2) - (15 channels /
448kbps)

This file type has the following ADM structure:

Two specific test items were used:
● 8.1 Aphorism on nature. Nature documentary with

ambient sounds.
● 8.2 European championship Berlin/Glasgow 2018.

Audio from a hurdle race championship featuring
opening music, narration, and crowd sounds.

 typ wing

 typ wing

 typ wing
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9. 1: Channel Bed 5.1+4H + 2: Commentator 1 Mono
+ 3: Commentator 2 Mono - (12 channels / 352kbps)

This file type has the following ADM structure:

Two specific test items were used:
● 9.1 Rio de Janeiro carnival. Content: Samba school

performance featuring two singers and instruments.
● 9.2 Carnaval 2020 Rio de Janeiro. Content: Audio

from a Carnival Parade in 2020, featuring samba
music.

10. 1: Channel Bed 5.1+4H + 2: Language 1 Mono +
3: Language 2 Mono + 4: Dynamic object Mono -
(13 channels / 400kbps)

This file type has the following ADM structure:

One specific test item was used:
● 10.1 Le Mans Astray (5.1+4H). First half features a

high-speed car; the second half is a nature
documentary.

11. 1: Channel Bed 5.1+4H + 2: Language 1 Mono +
3: Language 2 Mono + 4: Mix Stereo (Language 1)
+ 5: Mix Mono (Language 2) - (15 channels /
448kbps)

This file type has the following ADM structure:

Two specific test items were used:
● 11.1 Aphorism on nature. Content: Nature

documentary with ambient sounds.
● 11.2 European song contest Lisbon 2018. Content:

features crowd sounds, music, and special effects.

Fig. 5 illustrates the audio test file 11.1, showing its 15 tracks.

Fig. 5: Example of a file of type #11 with 15 channels.

12. 1: HOA (3rd order) - (16 channels / 320kbps)

This file type has the following ADM structure:

 ty wing

 typ wing

 ty wing
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One specific test item was used:
● 12.1 Clouds of franconia. Content: Soundtrack

introduction with guitar and drum (HOA formatted
with ACN channel ordering, SN3D normalization).

V. ASSESSMENT AND TESTING METHODOLOGIES

The testing and evaluation phase 2 lasted six months (from
July to December 2021) and was aimed at assessing the 
candidates’ technologies in order to verify their compliance 
to the specified requirements and evaluating their
performance in laboratory tests, conducted with a set of audio
test content and conditions as close as possible to expected 
operation conditions at future broadcasting service.

As specified in the CfP methodology, the first evaluation
stage was to analyze each candidate's technology 
documentation and technical specifications to verify 
theoretically if they fulfilled the mandatory requirements. All 
three candidate technologies properly submitted their 
documentation which were evaluated at this stage, also
benefiting from additional documentation provided by 
standardization institutions and known previous studies [2-6]. 

Following this stage, the next one was to conduct 
laboratory tests with physical hardware and software 
provided by the candidates, in order to assess the actual 
functioning of the systems and the fulfillment of the 
requirements under operating conditions. In this stage, only 2 
of the candidates submitted equipment and software and took
part in the tests. 

A. Laboratory setups
In this section we briefly describe the laboratory setups,

presenting the studio and test room environments, delivery 
interfaces and equipment employed. Particularly of interest, 
is the audition test room prepared for simulating a common 
domestic audition environment, where, in addition to the TV 
set loudspeakers, we used an external 5.1+4H loudspeaker 
setup and a soundbar system to reproduce 2D/3D spatial 
sound-fields in the room (see Fig. 6). We also tested the
immersive and functional capabilities using conventional
stereo (2.0) reproduction and binaural setups using 
earphones, covering all required output layouts.

Fig. 6: Auditory test room and sound systems used in the tests.

Two scenarios for tests were considered, employing two
different setup modes, as required by the CfP [1]: (1) real-
time encoding/decoding setup, and (2) non-real-time 

encoding/decoding setup. 
The real-time setup emulates a typical broadcast scenario, 

where the broadcast feed is authored in one location (e.g.,
event location or studio) and provided over a contribution link 
to the broadcast center where it is monitored and re-authored 
if needed, prior to delivery (over the air or over Internet). For
this setup we employed two different locations: a simulated 
studio/broadcast facility, where it was possible to author
metadata and prepare the broadcast feed; and the test room, 
where the end-users could experience the programs using
appropriate receivers with decoders and renderer equipment 
and software. The live delivery between these facilities 
employed an IP-based link. Fig. 7 illustrates the real-time 
setup, as specified in the CfP [1].

Fig. 7: Studio and Test room system setup for the real-time
encoding/delivering/decoding.

The non-real-time setup, the transport layer between the 
audio encoder and the A/V receiver was specified to use an 
MP4 container format. All test content should be available as
MP4 files stored in the receivers. For an end-user's setup with 
an A/V receiver, it should use an HDMI interface to feed the
external sound system and demonstrate the audio system
capabilities. The figure 8 illustrates the non-real time setup,
as specified by the CfP.

Fig. 8: Test room system setup for the non-real-time encoding/decoding.
Sources in MP4 could be delivered to a TV set and external sound systems 
using IP and HDMI interfaces.

B. Test Cases performed
By conveniently breaking down the 13 test groups into a

set of 46 test cases, and considering an average of (at least) 2
audio test content items (of 12 distinct types) used per TC, 
plus 2 technologies to evaluate, a minimum of 184 rounds of
laboratory tests was required. Table I shows the expanded
structure of the 46 Test Cases.
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TABLE I  – EXPANDED TEST CASES

The actual number of test rounds executed, however, was 
nearly 10 times as much, considering that there were several 
audio test files of each type; rounds were done by different
testers/evaluators; several real-time tests required changing
attributes' values in real-time authoring; and that tests were 
repeated in order to verify the result consistency for a range 
of attributes' values and reproducibility of the operations.

For each test case, the respective requirements were
evaluated and the results of the tests were to produce a 
classification in three possible outputs: 

● “Fulfilled”, if the proponent's system was fully able
to satisfy the requirements;

● “Partially Fulfilled”, if the proponent's system fails
to satisfy part of the requirements;

● “Not Fulfilled”, if the proponent's system fails to
satisfy the requirements.

The next paragraphs describe how the TCs sessions were 
organized and conducted for each test group.

Test 1 (Immersive audio):
This test was divided in two parts, one aimed at channel-

based setups (three TCs to test the system’s ability to present 
audio in the specified channel modes 2.0, 5.1, and 5.1+4H
channels and target bitrates during real-time set up) and one
aimed at a scene-based setup (one TC to demonstrate the
ability to present scene-based HOA content in the expected
target bitrate of 20 kbps per HOA-channel, therefore a total
HOA bitrate equal to 320 kbps) through non-real-time setup.

In both parts, the videos (with the audio content) were
played continuously and they were heard through the AVR 
system and soundbar to evaluate the overall 3D experience.

Test 2 (Interactivity and personalization):
This test was divided into seven TCs. The first one

examined the ability to select between multiple audio 
languages based on user interaction or automatic language
selection through real-time set up. The system should allow 
authoring the metadata in the studio, enabling the desired 
personalization options. Then, during playback, these options 
should be displayed on the receiver side. This test also 
investigated the capability of the audio system in maintaining
the chosen language when restarting the receiver.

The second TC evaluated the capability of the audio system
to display all preselections authored in production; the
capability of the end-user to manually switch between 
different preselections during live playback; and the
capability of the audio system to correctly render the 
preselections on the receiver side.

The third TC examined the ability of end-users to switch 
between multiple available commentators, and evaluated the 
display on the receiver side of all available commentators
authored in the production through real-time set up.

The fourth TC consisted in real-time authoring metadata at
the studio for several audio elements (e.g., Dialogs,
Commentators, Stadium Announcers) and several 
preselections (e.g., Main mix, Dialog+, Stadium). The
authored signal was then encoded and in the test room it was
evaluated the capability to display the textual labels for all
preselections and audio objects allowing user interactivity as
well as the capability of the audio system to correctly render
the preselections

The fifth TC consisted of demonstrating the ability to 
interact with any audio object and adjust the level through 
real-time set up. It evaluated if the user was able to increase 
or decrease the object level (relative to the background) inside 
the range specified by the broadcaster during live playback.

The sixth TC evaluated if the end-user was able to move 
audio elements inside an area (space) specified by the 
broadcaster in real-time setup.

The seventh TC tested the interactivity options when using
external sound reproduction devices through real-time set up
(e.g., Soundbar/AVR). This TC tested if the end-user could 
interact with the audio scene (e.g., change an object level or 
position, change the preset) during live playback, and 
evaluated the immersive experience reproduced on the 
external sound device (e.g., objects moved in the 3D space
should be perceived at specific positions according to the user 
interaction).

Test 3 (Audio description):
This test was divided into four TCs. The first two consisted

of demonstrating the system’s ability to display the available 
audio description in multiple languages (as authored in
production) and to enable and to switch between audio 
description elements during live playback through real-time
set up. 

The third TC examined the ability to enable/disable audio
description in multiple languages, as authored in production
and the capability of the audio system to start the playback of 
the audio description in the authored stream.

The fourth TC evaluated the system’s ability to 
enable/disable audio description and spatially separate the 
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main dialog and the audio description through real-time 
setup. It evaluated the capability of the audio system to 
correctly reproduce the main dialog and the audio description
at the desired locations in each preselection during live
playback according to the metadata authored in production.

Test 4 (Audio emergency warning information):
This test consisted of demonstrating audio emergency 

warning information presentation through real-time set up.
During this test, it was verified the continuous playback of 
the content before, during, and after its delivery, and the 
capability of the audio system to signal the Emergency 
Information in the authoring system and the flexibility to 
control it (i.e., if the audio object should be active in all 
preselections or a dedicated preselection, should mute the 
main dialog or playback over the main dialog).

Test 5 (Flexible audio playback configuration):
This test evaluated the system’s ability to present the same 

content on TV loudspeakers, soundbar, AVR connected to a
5.1 and 5.1+4H loudspeaker setups as well on headphones in 
real-time set up.

Test 6 (Consistent loudness):
This test was divided into three parts. The first one

evaluated the ability to achieve the target loudness level
across multiple programs through non-real-time set up. The 
audio content was decoded using the proponent software 
audio decoder to three different target loudness levels: -31, -
24, and -16 LKFS and the loudness consistency across 
multiple test items was evaluated. The program loudness was
measured according to ITU-R BS.1770-4 with a tolerance of 
+/-3 dB, using the FFMPEG tool. From the FFMPEG tool 
output results, the loudness measurement was the value of the 
parameter labeled as “Integrated Loudness” (I), in LUFS
units (equal to LKFS as defined in Rec. ITU-R BS.1770).

The second part examined the system’s ability to preserve
the target loudness level across multiple preselections
through non-real-time set up. The test demanded re-authoring 
the content using the proponent authoring tool and adding 
more preselections. After that, the audio was encoded and 
decoded to the target loudness levels: -31, -24, and -16 LKFS 
using the proponent encoder and the loudness consistency
was measured according to ITU-R BS.1770-4 with a
tolerance of +/-3 dB, using FFMPEG tool.

The third part evaluated the preservation of the target 
loudness level after user interaction. The test demanded re-
authoring the content using the proponent authoring tool and 
changing the minimum and maximum gain interactivity 
options for several dialog objects to at least +/- 10 dB. After
that, the audio content was encoded and MP4 files mixing 
audio and video streams were created. The MP4 files were
playbacked using the proponent video player and the increase 
of level of dialog objects was evaluated as well the overall
perceived loudness before and after the user interaction.

Test 7 (Seamless configuration changes and Audio/Video 
alignment):

This test was divided into seven TCs. The first one tested 
the system’s ability to seamless playback content during

configuration changes through real-time set up. The expected
result was a continuous and seamless playback during all
configuration changes.

The second test examined the seamless playback content 
during user interaction through real-time set up. It evaluated
the occurrence of audio drop-outs or glitches in real-time 
playback during changes between different audio languages 
or preselections, increasing or decreasing the level of various
audio objects.

The third test consisted of demonstrating the system’s 
ability to seamlessly playback content during changes in 
production during a live broadcast through real-time set up. 
All typical changes in a live broadcast were tested.

The fourth test examined the seamless playback during 
changes in production in a live broadcast scenario through 
real-time set up. For this test, the pre-recorded output of the 
proponent's authoring system was used as production content
in the broadcaster studio. Using the authoring system in the 
studio, the metadata was re-authored, and potential errors in
the original authoring were treated. The ability of enabling/
disabling interactivity for one and more preselections and one
and more audio objects were evaluated as well as the
interactivity options (min/max gain and position values) and 
the capability to seamlessly playback the content and 
correctly display the user interaction options while making 
the changes in live production.

The fifth test analyzed the system’s performance during 
advertisement insertion. Using a clean SDI switch, two 
different contests were switch in order to evaluate the 
capability of the audio system to display on the receiver side
the various interactivity options corresponding to each
configuration and seamlessly update the user interface at each 
ad-insertion and evaluate continuously and seamlessly 
playback the content during the ad-insertion.

The sixth test examined the system’s ability to preserve the 
user interaction settings after the ad-break. After re-authoring 
metadata in the authoring system, a clean SDI switch was 
used to switch between contents. After one minute, the 
contents were switched and verified the ability to preserve the
user selections after the ad-break.

The seventh test consisted of demonstrating the system’s
ability to synchronize during the replacement of the main 
soundtrack delivered via broadcast for an alternative audio
signal delivered via broadband through real-time set up. In 
the beginning of the test, the content was encoded offline and
prepared as multiple ISOBMFF streams ready for DASH
streaming from the Streaming Server containing a Channel 
Bed 2.0 program and different objects. In the test room, it was
evaluated the ability: to synchronize the multiple streams
received live; to display the options available (e.g. the playing
starts always with stream 1 but options from stream 2 and 3 
shall be displayed); to switch to additional languages coming
from IP chain 2 (Streaming Server) and to switch back to the 
main language if the IP chain 2 is disconnected (e.g., stopped 
from the Streaming Server).

Test 8 (Audio coding efficiency):
This test examined the proponent’s documentation 

provided on the Quality Assessment Reports, without 
laboratory tests. 
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Test 9 (Audio End to end latency):
This test was performed during the execution of Test Case 

TC1.1, and its requirement AC9.1 was classified correlated 
to the requirements AC1.1.1, AC1.1.2, and AC1.1.3.

Test 10 (Audio/Video synchronization)
This test examined the A/V synchronization through real-

time set up. It evaluated the downmix and rendering when the 
content was played back over a 5.1 setup and a stereo setup 
and the overall 3D experience when the content was played 
back over an external sound system.

Test 11 (New immersive audio services)
This test examined the ability of the system to perform

playback of audio in VR / AR / XR applications, with 3DoF.
or 6DoF. It evaluated: features of the codec; the readiness for 
real-time coding/decoding; the readiness of delivery of the
format; and how the application works and could manipulate 
the audio codec stream. The test verified the demonstration 
of 3D audio VR and 3DoF support (none of the proponents
included a 6DoF example) and was partially fulfilled, as the
provided schemes did not permit the evaluation of the 
capability of real-time encoding and delivering/decoding in a
streaming/broadcasting fashion. For the time being, it
demonstrated, however, the capability of offline encoding 
and decoding on a cell phone application.

Test 12 (Interoperability with different distribution 
platforms)

This test analyzed the system’s ability to send multiple
audio contents over two or more communications channels 
through real-time set up. It needed multiple ISOBMFF 
streams ready for DASH streaming from the Streaming 
Server to be created in order to verify the abilities to:
synchronize multiple streams received live; display the
options available; switch to additional languages coming
from IP chain 2 (Streaming Server) and the ability to switch 
back to the main language if the IP chain 2 is disconnected 
(e.g., stopped from the Streaming Server).

Test 13 (Audio scalability and extensibility):
This test was performed during the execution of Test Case 

12.1, verifying its requirement AC13.1. Concerning the
requirement AC13.2, it was not analyzed with a feature test
but through the analysis of the proponent’s documentation 
provided in the Document Analysis phase.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The results obtained in the conducted test cases provided a
rich showcase of the actual capabilities delivered by the
current versions of the candidate technologies and their 
potential to deliver a set of new services for audio 
presentation in a variety of program types.

A final and comprehensive report of the results – indicating 
the fulfillment classification for each requirement and for all 
tested technologies – was prepared by our team, and then 
published publicly by the Forum SBTVD [14].

This section presents an overview of the audio 
personalization and immersion features that were evaluated 

and would be possible in the next generation of digital TV;
communicates the decisions made by the technical Forum 
regarding the official adoption of technologies; and brings 
some discussions on present limitations, future prospects, 
aesthetics challenges, technical issues, and ongoing activities
towards the implementation of the new TV3.0.

A. Audio personalization and immersion features
The personalization of audio program presentation – in

terms of enabling the user to control sound selection, 
positioning, distance, loudness, equalization and effects – has
being thought for television markets even before the first
generation of DTV in 2007, when ISO/IEC issued the call for
technology proposals for MPEG SAOC (Spatial Audio 
Object Coding). The concept of authoring presets for final 
users' selection and personalization, for instance, had already 
been addressed by Lee et al in 2006, at that time using the 
MPEG-4 BIFS (BInary Format for Scenes) 3D audio scene 
description tool in the MPEG-4 Systems [15].

The ISO/IEC call for proposals for developing the MPEG-
H 3D Audio standard was issued 10 years ago (Jan. 2013), 
targeting application scenarios such as personal home 
theaters, handheld smartphones, 3D video, telepresence 
rooms, cloud-based gaming, and accurate sonic localization 
for audio-only program listening (e.g. virtual concert halls), 
seen as potential markets for the future. For broadcast 
application, a special attention was given to cover demands
for transmitting several groups of audio content and making
them accessible independently from each other, such as
multi-language announcer and commentator voices,
environment sounds, and different sound mix presets. 

Sport events and karaoke were typical program examples, 
where the user should be able to select and to enable or not 
several sounds out of a set of options (e.g. turning on/off the 
stadium announcements and audience sound; selecting the
preferred language and commentator; selecting specific
instruments, vocal option, or presets with different
instrumentation) and to adjust localization and loudness 
levels for the sounds. Keeping timbre, sound localization and 
envelopment were also requirements for MPEG-H, as well as 
the capability of downmixing the number of channels and
rendering the spatial sound to a lower hierarchy of
loudspeaker setup, with 10.1 (ten full channels plus a low
frequency one) or 8.1 channels.

The TV3.0 personalization capabilities will include the 
selection and activation of available sound programs and the 
control of loudness (prominence) levels. End-users shall be
able to switch between components (e.g. alternative mix 
substreams or audio objects), to adjust their loudness, and to 
enable services such as audio description and emergency 
warning information.
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Fig. 9: Menu for selection of programs/contents and personalization of
sound system settings.

Sound personalization possibilities illustrated in Fig. 9
include: 

● change of audio program (from the available options
delivered)

● change language of announcer / commentator
● activation of the audio description feature (or not)
● change playback configuration (e.g. output system

such as soundbar, external 5.1+4H system or
embedded stereo loudspeakers of the TV set)

● choose which sound elements (objects) available in
the programs the end-user wants (or not) to listen

● modify the presence level of specific sounds
(loudness adjustment), e.g. turning up speech or
lowering the background environment sound

● reset for the default configurations set by the
broadcaster

Considering the immersion features, the next generation 
will enable a flexible selection and seamless switch between 
available audio playback configurations, such as 2.0, 5.1, and
5.1+4H channel-based layouts (home-theaters) or binaural
renderization (for earphones). It shall also permit at the end-
user device to control the sound panorama and to adjust sound 
object position in the listening area, according to available 
broadcaster's settings and within the range conceived by the
program content producer.

Fig. 10: Menu for audio description and language selection, loudness
(prominence) and sound spatial positioning.

Immersion personalization possibilities illustrated in Fig. 10

include:
● define the positioning of specific sounds in the

selected program around the user (panorama setup:
left-right within the range set by the broadcaster)

● define the prominence of the specific selected
sounds

● reset the configurations back to the broadcaster's
default settings.

The Test Cases verified some possible immersive 
personalization capabilities, such as the end-user ability to 
move audio elements at the end-user’s device inside an area
specified by the broadcaster (e.g., min/max position 
interactivity values), and have shown that this operable area
may be set differently for each object. However, the present 
end-user's interfaces for changing the spatial scene were 
restricted to a simple panorama (left-right) adjustment, 
controlled with the remote control keys. Although not 
available in the actual tested interactive interfaces, it would 
be possible to change the sound object positioning not only 
on the planar situation (2D) but also on its elevation (for 3D
playback).

Considering the choices for loudspeaker systems and 
possible enhancements in immersive experience, it remains 
open space for further investigations. The determination of
the immersion level delivered by a certain system could be a 
valuable tool both for manufacturers – in calibrating and 
assessing the level of perceived spatial immersion achieved,
and for final users – in optimizing their listening setups. Faria 
has proposed in 2005 a discrete 6-level scale for immersion 
degree assessment, starting from 0 (no spatial information) up
to 6 (3D coherent spatial impression) [16], but no practical
usage of this or similar scales has been tracked so far.

Considering the choices for multichannel playback
layouts, we comment on some interesting points. Television
sets shall continue offering the 2.0 (stereo) output, but for
taking advantage of 2D and 3D experience the end-user must 
use an external multi-loudspeaker sound system, which will 
receive the audio stream from the DTV receptor typically
using a HDMI cable, and then will distribute the output 
signals for each of its loudspeakers. An AVR unit might be 
one choice, in which case it should be considered if it handles 
MPEG-H decoding and rendering functions in an integrated 
manner (which has been the tested situation using a 
commercial native MPEG-H AV receiver).

Alternatively, some DTV devices might include native 
multichannel loudspeakers support. A flat HDTV television 
set prototype with over a hundred micro-loudspeakers 
embedded onto its frames has been tested by NHK in 2012,
aiming to enhance frontal spatialization using a wave-field 
synthesis scheme [17]. However, such types of loudspeaker
arrays have not shown popularity like newer soundbar 
systems – a single multichannel audio receiver with an 
(embedded) array of loudspeakers. A study from Ando (2011)
has pointed out that a minimum of 8 channels would be
required for providing sound localization and envelopment to 
satisfactorily recreate a spatial impression at home using 
loudspeakers [18]. Employing layouts with loudspeaker at 3
height levels, that outcome converges to support
configurations beyond the regular planar ITU 5.1 surround 
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scheme, such as unusual 8.1, 9.1, and 10.1 layouts (which 
mixes loudspeakers in the middle, upper, lower and top 
positions in different azimuths and elevations) and the more 
recent 5.1+4H (10 loudspeakers) proposed setup.

Notwithstanding, the popularity of multiple loudspeakers 
in home environments is not borne out by history, being 
binaural/stereo output or using a single speaker array the most 
likely successful choices for 3D audio consumption. Even so, 
current soundbars' ability to provide height effects are still 
limited. A sense of envelopment from above is noticeable, but
the accuracy of depth and elevation positioning is less clear.
It is worth recalling that the studies by Ando [18] evaluated 
loudspeaker layouts with 3 height levels, a requirement not
explored in the present tests. Finally, improvements are
expected in the definition of the elevation dimension for
speaker arrays.

B. Official deliberations of technologies to adopt
Although both final tested candidate technologies have

demonstrated fair sound quality – and less complexity/greater 
ease of use in particular test cases and functionalities – after 
weighting the complete fulfillment of all CfP requirements, 
the tests results were evaluated by the Forum SBTVD and a 
final deliberation pointed towards the formal adoption of the
international open-standard MPEG-H 3D Audio for the future 
TV3.0 Over-the-Air (OTA) and Internet distribution (OTT) –
ISO/IEC Standard 23008-3, now in its 3rd. edition, revised in 
2022 [11]. It also decided to maintain the E-AC3 and AAC
(MPEG-4 Advanced Audio Coding) audio formats currently 
supported in TV2.5 for the distribution of alternative content 
over the Internet, including optional Dolby AC-4 support.

Most use scenarios highlight the capability for the program
producers to assemble different setups of audio presentations 
(which could be seen as "presets") and to deliver them in 
different sets of channels and programs. The systems take the
advantage of being compliant to NGA program description 
schemes, such as with the xml-based ITU Audio Definition
Model (ADM) metadata format [13], which conveys 
programs descriptions and how they are organized and could 
be selected and presented at the receiver (player) side.

C. Discussions on challenges, prospects on aesthetics and
technical issues

The TV3.0 system opens and welcomes a broad avenue for
novel aesthetics and ways to explore the system's resources
to code and deliver interactive and personalizable content.
There are challenges, however, on the current content 
production chain, not considering yet the benefits and impacts 
on the production and post-production methods, and the 
unexplored creative potential for artists in inventing new 
forms of programs, both to take advantage of the new features 
offered by the technology and to engage the users in active 
participation in the program experience. Some system's 
capabilities, such as the "emergency warning delivery" could 
be, for example, explored by TV3.0 application coding
experts to incorporate new features into the future 
specification.

The ISO/IEC 23090-4 MPEG-I Immersive Audio
forthcoming standard – currently under development – is 

expected (possibly in a shorter time-to-market than usual) to
further expand the possibilities for immersive program 
creation, delivery, consumption and personalization,
especially for Virtual and Augmented Reality audio 
presentations. MPEG-I will permit 6DoF experience (6 
Degrees of Freedom) i.e. translation {x,y,z} and rotation 
{yaw,pitch,roll} directed by the physical movement of the 
user in the space. Several enhancements in terms of 
immersive experience are expected, such as better directivity 
perception and positioning of sound sources, ambience and 
reverberation, and new rendering technologies. 

The new technology also brings novelties in the transport
layer, employing novel and alternative methods to the 
conventional MPEG TS (Transport Stream) container format 
used for transmission and storage of media. MPEG-H content 
can be packetized in MPEG-H Audio Stream (MHAS) 
format, or encapsulated into ISOBMFF files (which we have 
tested in the present study using the non-real-time 
encoding/decoding setup). Besides MPEG TS, delivery could 
be implemented over the ROUTE/DASH protocol (Real-
Time Object Delivery over Unidirectional Transport/
Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP) which we have
tested in the present study using the real-time encoding/
decoding setup.

Finally, as incorporated in the mandatory tested 
requirements, our studies also unveiled the possibilities for
binaural rendering for Virtual and Augmented Reality 
applications, and scene-based audio formats, such as HOA, 
which are establishing new landmarks for film and 
communications in the 21st century.

Scene-based streams carry full sound field representations,
agnostic of the final required loudspeaker feeds to recreate 
them at playback, but are sensitive to channel bandwidth and 
compressive artifacts. MPEG-H (and future MPEG-I) use 
several techniques for spatial compression of HOA signals.
Bleidt et al (2017) states that broadcast quality (scoring a
minimum of 80 MUSHRA points) of HOA content up to the 
sixth order (which sums up to 49 HOA coefficients) is 
achieved at bitrates as low as 300 kb/s and transparent quality 
transmission (minimum of 90 MUSHRA points) are achieved 
at 500 kb/s independent of the HOA order [19]. In a standard 
SDI environment, however, limited to 16 channels, MPEG-H
is capable of delivering a full set of 15 audio channels plus 1 
control channel (for metadata), which means a (pure) HOA 
signal up to the third order (16 channels).

VII. FINAL REMARKS 

The effectiveness of personalizing a sound scene is an
enterprise dependent not only on the technology of coding, 
transmitting and rendering, but also on the content motivation
and interactivity aspects. One has to observe that while 
current technologies offer the possibility of defining specific 
loudness and 3D positioning for a sound in a scene, the final 
user or spectator ability to control these attributes are limited 
by the user interface, which can, at last, encourage or 
demotivate spectators in the task of interacting with the scene 
or setting it up. Intuitive means to select sounds and pinpoint
their desired positions in the space by voice command or 
gestural tracking should be much more taken for granted than 
operating over a remote control. 
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[8] ETSI TS 103 190 Digital Audio Compression (AC-4) Standard, version
1.1.1, 2014. Available at
https://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/103100_103199/103190/01.01.01
_60/ts_103190v010101p.pdf

[9] ETSI TS 103 190-2 Digital Audio Compression (AC-4) Standard; Part
2: Immersive and personalized audio, version 1.2.1, 2018. Available at
https://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/103100_103199/10319002/01.02.
01_60/ts_10319002v010201p.pdf.

[10] Advanced Television Systems Committee, "Techniques for 
Establishing and Maintaining Audio Loudness for Digital Television,"
Doc. A/85:2013, Washington, D.C., Mar. 12, 2013. Corrigendum No.
1, “SPL,” approved Feb. 11, 2021.

[11] Information Technology—High Efficiency Coding and Media
Delivery in Heterogeneous Environments—Part 3: 3D Audio, Standard
ISO/IEC 23008-3:2022, 3rd ed., 2022. Available at 
https://www.iso.org/standard/83525.html.

[12] Y. Grewe, A. Murtaza, S. Meltzer. "MPEG-

[19] R. L. Bleidt, D. Sen, A. Niedermeier, B. Czelhan, ... & M. Y. Kim,
"Development of the MPEG- H TV audio system for ATSC 3.0", IEEE 
Transactions on broadcasting , 63(1), pp. 202 - 236, 2017, doi:
10.1109/TBC.2017.2661258.

1857.8-2020, pp.1-470, 25 Nov. 2020, doi: 
10.1109/IEEESTD.2020.9271961.

Besides the user interface, one has also to consider the 
program's ability to entice the spectator to participate in its
flow by selecting options and settings. Content providers and
producers are ultimately responsible for the creativity and
innovation in the next generation of attractive and popular 
interactions.

These features open a new and vast avenue to be explored
by program content producers, artists, and broadcasters, as
they can assemble and deliver diverse audio contents in the 
same stream, for alternative presentation options, and also 
permit the user to select or not some sound items, languages
and accessibility services, to modify their spatial distribution 
around, and hence to personalize the content and the 
immersive aspects of the listened experience. 

Concerning the MPEG-I forthcoming standard, its 
compatibility with the MPEG-H architecture, codecs, 
bitstream and transport mechanisms is expected to facilitate 
the eventual integration of its new features into the next TVD
realm, but that is a future addressable target, not subject to 
further speculation at the moment. 

By the time we conclude this article, the TV3.0 project is
undergoing. Still deliberations are expected on other layers,
as necessary developments and tests are in progress (for 
instance in the applications coding layer, which also employs
MPEG-H). Working Groups (GTs) are currently addressing 
technology issues and needs (such as the necessary
developments in authoring tools and innovative
personalizable and interactive programs for additional tests) 
and challenges in establishing regulatory policies for Internet
OTT (Over the Top) and broadcast OTA (Over the Air)
delivery. 
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Abstract—Recently, Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies 
have been gaining ground in various areas of knowledge, 
significantly impacting many academic and business spheres. 
One application that can benefit from AI is the inclusion of 
people with disabilities in audiovisual content, where the scaling 
capacity of certain processes can bring new accessibility 
opportunities. In this work, we show what a traditional 
workflow of an audio description for dramaturgy audiovisual 
content looks like, and from there, we propose a new workflow 
for generating audio description audios for visually impaired 
people using synthetic voice created with Artificial Intelligence 
models. The proposed workflow simplifies and considerably 
reduces production time and costs, besides allowing the 
generation of audios on a larger scale compared to a traditional 
workflow, enabling a broader reach of the target audience. It 
also allows multiple people to work simultaneously on the same 
project while preserving sound identity through the synthetic 
voice and standardized mixing. With this proposal, we believe 
that accessibility on Brazilian television can be expanded to 
serve a much larger audience. 

Index Terms—Audio Description, Artificial Intelligence, 
Voice Synthesis, Accessibility,  

I.INTRODUCTION

udio description(AD) is the most important tool for 
enabling inclusion of people with visual impairments, 

but its implementation is not always feasible due to the 
complexities of the workflow and scalability. In AD, 
elements and actions determined as important in a scene are 
narrated by a voice, providing the possibility of 
understanding the plot and narrative context without the need 
for visual presence.  
According to Joel Snyder, "Audio Description provides 
narration of the visual elements - action, costumes, settings, 
and the like - of theater, television/film, museum exhibitions, 
and other events. The technique allows patrons who are blind 
or have low vision the opportunity to experience arts events 
more completely - the visual is made verbal. AD is a kind of 
literary art form, a type of poetry. Using words that are 
succinct, vivid, and imaginative, describers try to convey the 
visual image to people who are blind or have low vision."[1] 
Most audio-visual content does not have AD, and this 
deprives the entire population with visual impairment or low 
vision of this content. The cultural implications caused by this 
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type of impediment are enormous. This restriction not only 
prevents the delivery of entertainment content but also 
enables cultural integration with the general public, as we 
understand that much of the television content is part of the 
daily life of Brazilians. Enabling the consumption of this 
content by a part of the population that, otherwise, would not 
have access, creates a common culture, and this is a way to 
create inclusion.  

In this article, we are presenting the workflow being 
implemented in the production of audio description for series 
and daily drama series (novela) of Grupo Globo's 
programming. This process incorporates synthetic voice 
generation and automatic mixing techniques. We believe that 
the proposed workflow has the capacity to reach a larger 
number of people with visual impairments, providing access 
to this resource that is often unavailable. The work will be 
divided into five distinct sections. Initially, we will address 
the current panorama of audio description and the challenges 
it presents. In the second section, we will detail the technique 
employed to create synthetic voice. The third section will 
address the conventional audio description production 
process, in addition to introducing the workflow proposed by 
this study. In the fourth section, we will share the challenges 
and the advantages we identified when using the new 
workflow. Finally, in the last section, we will present our 
conclusions.  

A.Current Scenario of Audio Description:
Data from IBGE in 2010 indicate that Brazil has a

population of about 6.5 million people with high or severe 
visual impairment [2]. This data is corroborated by the 
National Health Survey (PNS) of 2019[3], which shows that 
3.4% (3.978 million) of the population has visual impairment. 
It is important to emphasize that audio description is not only 
important for people with total vision loss, as those with 
partial and severe loss can also benefit from this technique. 
Other groups, such as people with intellectual disabilities and 
learning disorders, can also take advantage of audio 
description "...as it is a second sensory channel to be used for 
faster comprehension of visual information [4]." 

Audio description for open television began in 1982 by the 
American network PBS, where it was simultaneously 
transmitted on television and the audio description was 
transmitted on FM Radio [4]. In Brazil, except for some film 
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content, the production of audio description for dramaturgical 
content is very scarce. In recent years, this production has 
started to grow, but it is still far from covering most of the 
television content. This is partly due to the dynamics that 
exist in the process of producing television dramaturgical 
content. In the Globo group, most of the content produced 
daily by dramaturgy is made in the "open work" format, that 
is, the daily drama is not recorded with all its chapters 
finalized and is written according to the repercussion of the 
chapters that are being broadcast. This means that the 
delivery of episodes is very close to the exhibition, which can 
significantly complicate the construction process of AD since 
it can only be executed with the completed material. The 
public demand for this technology in this type of dramaturgy 
is not new. In 2005, for example, a group of visually impaired 
people wrote an open letter requesting that the soap opera 
América, which featured a visually impaired character, be 
produced with audio description [4].” 

By the no. 188 ordinance from the Brazilian agency of 
telecommunications, Anatel, (2010) [5], it is mandatory for 
all open television networks to broadcast a minimum of 20 
hours per week of content with AD. Partly, the material 
produced today for AD is performed in auditorium programs, 
being live audio description. In this process, a person narrates 
in real-time what is happening in the program. This type of 
use of AD is relatively simpler than when applied to 
dramaturgy content and eventual mistakes tends to be 
admitted. This is because it is in a relatively controlled 
environment where the variation of the content displayed on 
the screen is significantly less complex than in drama. The 
program takes place entirely in the same environment, with a 
group of participants and pre-defined agendas without major 
changes. In dramaturgy, the environment where a scene takes 
place can be very different from the next, requiring the audio 
describer, that is, the one who is visualizing and narrating in 
loco, to verbally present that scenario in each situation, or an 
introduction of various characters. Due to the complexity, to 
create audio description for daily dramaturgy, it is necessary 
that the content is locked, that is, there is no more alteration 
in the editing or sound design of it, so that AD script can be 
made and subsequently narrated. More about this workflow 
is detailed in section III. One of the difficulties in creating AD 
content for daily dramaturgy is working with open works, that 
is, works that do not have the script written from start to 
finish, and can be modified according to the response from 
the audience. This condition means that the time between 
what is produced and what is broadcast can be greatly 
reduced. Another complicating factor is that the audiovisual 
product can be changed according to external factors, such as 
the availability of the broadcast schedule on the day or the 
sale of commercial breaks, and which occur even closer to the 
broadcast. An automated tool that allows anyone to edit audio 
description content is extremely useful and necessary for this 
type of situation in order to have AD.  

1 https://github.com/TensorSpeech/TensorFlowTTS 

II.USE OF SYNTHETIC VOICE TO GENERATE AUDIO
DESCRIPTION: 

The recent developments in synthetic voice using AI plays 
a key role in allowing the possibility of using an scalable 
voice for AD, avoiding the need of recording procedures for 
each content. In this section we describe the method proposed 
for creating a voice that sounds natural and is not perceived 
as machine generated content. Also, the neutral intonation 
required for AD fits the current data availability for voice 
synthesis, specially in Brazilian Portuguese [6]. 

For audio description, the technique used to synthesize 
voice is Text-to-Speech (TTS), where the text is the input to 
a computer algorithm that generates speech as output. 
Modern TTS systems are created using machine learning 
architectures, specifically deep learning. These structures can 
capture semantic and linguistic relationships between the 
words in the text and can generate pronunciation and 
intonation consistent with the textual intent. 

To build these structures, some training steps are required, 
during which pairs of text and corresponding audio signals 
are presented to the models in batches. The training process 
involves an initial stage with a neutral voice using the data 
available in [6]. After obtaining a model with a neutral voice, 
there is a second stage related to transfer learning for the 
target voice, which has a smaller amount of recorded hours 
available. In this final stage, fine-tuning of timbre (acoustic 
properties of the voice) and prosody (rhythm, stress and 
intonation of the speech) is performed for the individualities 
of the voice that will carry out the audio description. The 
learning architectures used were those described in works [7-
8] (Tacotron2 and Multiband-MelGAN, respectively) using
an open-source code implementation1. The Tacotron2 model,
whose block diagram can be seen in Figure 1, uses
convolutional [9] and bidirectional LSTM recurrent networks
(which use future and past context in sequences) [10] with
attention mechanisms to decode the text and relate it to
psychoacoustic characteristics, which are implicitly modeled
by the network weights. These characteristics are
subsequently transformed into a mel-spectrogram by
convolutional layers and linear projections. Since mel-
spectrograms do not contain phase information and have a
bandwidth narrower than desired, a subsequent step of
generating the waveform in time is still necessary, where the
second model used in this work, described below, comes into
play.

The neural vocoder Multiband-MelGAN is a machine 
learning model based on generative networks whose intuition 
is to leverage the characteristics of generating faithful 
samples of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [11] to 
reconstruct waveform time-amplitude signals from mel 
spectrograms. Multiband-MelGAN is an extension to the 
original MelGAN [12], which uses convolutional networks in 
its generator and a multi-scale audio discriminator, using 
downsampling techniques. In the Multiband case, processing 
is done in subbands, creating and joining signals in several 
individual frequency bands, instead of a single full-band 
signal as in the case of simple MelGAN. This division in 
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processing may help the network learn which parameters are 
important for each frequency band, consistent with the 
predictions of psychoacoustic models that show that our 
auditory apparatus excites frequency bands differently and 
that our perception is also heterogeneous in this sense.  

Figure 1. Block Diagram of Tacotron 2 [6]. 

III. AUDIO DESCRIPTION WORKFLOW:
The AD technical process can be described in four stages 

(Fig.2):  

1- Script Creation: A document containing the information
to be narrated in the audio description is created by an audio 
describer, based on the finished audiovisual content. In this 

stage, to create the speech that narrates the scene, the audio 
describer already considers the space between existing voices 
in the audiovisual content, so that the narration does not 
overlap any dialogue. Then, a narration script is created from 
the approximate timecode already marked during the 
scriptwriting process. The minimum estimated time to 
adequately complete this stage for a 40-minute program is 
about 6 hours.   

2- Audio Recording: The narrator must have a clear and
pleasant voice and must be able to read the script text 
naturally and neutrally. It is also necessary to have high-
quality recording equipment, minimally compatible with a 
broadcast standard. This includes a recording booth with 
adequate acoustics and quality microphones. For content with 
multiple episodes, it is important to use the same voice to 
maintain narrative unity. The voice is perceived by the viewer 
as a character, and changing it generates a strangeness similar 
to changing an actor for the same role during a program. The 
minimum estimated time to adequately complete this stage 
for a 40-minute program is about two and a half hours.  

3- Audio Mixing: The audio recorded by the narrator is
mixed with the original video. The audio editor must adjust 
the volume of the description audio so that it does not 
interfere with the original video sound. This primarily 
involves avoiding overlap between the audio description 
narration and dialogues originally contained in the video. For 
this, the audio editor can often use the artifice of speeding up 
the narration to fit it into a specific time frame. If the editor 
feels that the result was not satisfactory, they can request a re-
recording or a text modification to fit that time. Ambient 
sounds and sound effects are also important for understanding 
the scene, as they are an integral part of the actions and help 
the viewer understand what type of environment a scene 
occurs in. The minimum estimated time to adequately 
complete this stage for a 40-minute program is about two and 
a half hours. 

4- Evaluation of the Final Content: A team of technical
evaluators verifies, among other things, the quality of the 
audios and the mix. It is worth mentioning that at all stages, 
the participation of a consultant is extremely important for a 
good understanding of the product. This consultant 
necessarily needs to be someone with visual impairment and 
usually not only accompanies the final product but can also 
follow and interfere in other stages of the process. All the 
times shown here do not consider eventual changes and 
corrections in the previous stages, where it is often necessary 
to redo the entire process to change a section. 

The time estimation for each stage was based on the 
experience of producing AD of drama content made by Grupo 
Globo. This time refers to an estimate of the minimum 
necessary to deliver a product in suitable conditions. 
However, this value can increase significantly according to 
the complexity of each work and unforeseen events that may 
occur in a production.  

The proposed process would modify the traditional 
workflow by altering stages 2 and 3. It would be executed by 
the scriptwriter themselves during stage 1, where the script 
would be inputted into a program, and the voice generation 

Figure 2. Traditional and proposed workflow for Audio description. The two 
processes are showed parallel in a vertical disposition. The dotted line arrow 
shows how the process of the revision can make influence in the different 
stages and cause a cascade correction effect. 
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and mixing would be immediately done, which can be tested 
and validated by the scriptwriter.  

IV.CHALLENGES AND ADVANTAGES OF USING THE NEW
WORKFLOW  

In stage 2, recording the narration would be replaced by 
generating synthetic voice. It is important to maintain the 
same requirements at this stage of the traditional method - a 
neutral, clear, pleasant voice with optimal recording quality. 
One of the biggest challenges and the most important aspect 
at this stage to be successful with a synthetic voice, is that at 
no point can this voice be perceived as artificial - the viewer 
must interpret it as a natural, non-robotic voice with the 
absence of audible artifacts. A failure in this aspect could lead 
the viewer to a break in the immersion of the storytelling. The 
perception of something "strange" in the voice can draw the 
viewer's attention to the voice itself and not to the story being 
told. This would also occur with failure in the way of 
speaking words correctly. With the model presented in 
session 2, we believe we have enough quality to meet these 
criteria. An advantage that synthetic voice can bring at this 
stage is vocal continuity, as the voice remains the same 
regardless of content production volume or content duration. 
This allows the audio description to be made by different 
people, avoiding possible changes in the voice that the viewer 
is used to hear.  

Regarding the mixing process in stage 3, it is also 
important to maintain the characteristics required in the 
traditional workflow. A drama mix have an extensive 
dynamic sound level variation, that is a significant challenge 
in creating a mixing system. An automatic mixing system was 
created that kept the AD narrator voice intelligible in varied 
sound dynamic levels environments. In this system, it is 
possible to hear sound effects and ambiences in soft sound 
level scenes, and still have the AD voice at an intelligible 
volume in moments where high intensity level music is 
occurring. The AD narration was placed at a volume similar 
to the dialogue level, and the program could interpret the 
dynamics of current events to act only where and when 
necessary. In order to avoid overlap of in content dialog with 
AD, the scriptwriter validates the AD voice duration as the 
script is created, making the necessary changes to the text, 
fitting the speech excerpts within the dialog gaps.  

This would significantly reduce the time needed to produce 
an AD, considering that stages 2 and 3 happen instantly. It 
also allows different people to work on the same project, such 
as two AD scriptwriters doing different sections of the same 
chapter, enabling an even greater reduction in the time it takes 
to create an AD.  

Another advantage that emerges from the proposed flow is 
regarding eventual changes and corrections. Changes at an 
advanced stage of the pipeline required backward corrections 
and could provoke duplicated work at all previous phases, 
which can be quite complex and time-consuming. When the 
adjustment is made with a single-stage setup, the result and 
the testing of this adjustment is immediate, transforming a 
multi-stage process with several people into a single 
interaction. This also allows easier small corrections, where 

tasks such as dividing a program into different blocks with no 
text change could be made directly by the video or audio 
editor.  

V.CONCLUSION:
In this work, we evidenced how a significant portion of the 

population can benefit from audio description. We discussed 
about some of the existing difficulties for large-scale 
implementation of it in a television production flow. We 
mapped the technical stages necessary to perform an audio 
description. For each stage, the necessary requirements were 
raised to perform quality audio description. From this 
understanding, we propose a method that reduces 
implementation time, complexity, and therefore the 
production cost. In this way, the use of artificial intelligence 
becomes an important tool that can speed up and simplify the 
AD process. The time to make a quality audio description 
often conflicts with the agility needed in a production line of 
television drama content. We believe that the model proposed 
here can lead to a more comprehensive and efficient 
implementation of audio description. The demand for this 
type of content exists and is not always met. Our proposal can 
not only help fulfill a relevant social role for the media 
production but also enable the integration of a significant 
portion of the population that still has no independent access 
to some kinds of content (such as daily drama). With this, we 
can deliver programs to a more diverse public and thus 
potentially increase the quality of life and social inclusion of 
millions of people. 
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A Python Tool to Predict Wireless 
Network Signals in Indoor Environments 

using Neural Networks 
Breno Batista Nascimento Silva and Edson Tafeli C.Santos 

Abstract — The use of neural networks proved to be effective 
in creating more accurate predictive models compared to 
traditional approaches. The Python tool developed made it 
possible to train and adjust these models based on the 
information collected, taking into account factors such as the 
physical structure of the site, obstacles present and building 
materials. The results obtained during the research indicated 
significant improvements in prediction accuracy compared to 
conventional methods. This suggests great potential for the 
practical use of the tool in real-world scenarios, such as the 
planning and optimisation of indoor wireless networks, 
contributing to more stable and reliable connectivity indoors. 
The aim of this work was to create a Python-based tool that uses 
neural networks to predict wireless network signals in indoor 
environments. The innovative approach, which combines 
mapping and field measurements, demonstrated an increase in 
the accuracy of predictions, promoting advances in the 
efficiency and reliability of wireless networks in indoor spaces. 

Index Terms — Signal prediction , propagation model , neural 
networks , perceptron’s . 

I. INTRODUCTION

he widespread use and availability of wireless networks  
has revolutionized modern connectivity,   enabling 

seamless data transmission and interaction between devices. 
However, the complex challenges associated with signal 
propagation in indoor environments, characterised by

The main objective of this article was to develop a tool based on 
an empirical propagation model to provide first- order coverage 
prediction results in indoor environments using low-cost tools. 
The starting point of this work is the one-slope model for 
training the neural network that was implemented. 

II. PATH LOSS PROPAGATION MODELS

Radio frequency signals are the main mechanism for 
propagating information. The basic model of radio 
propagation is based on the transmitter and receiver and the 
transmission medium. Propagation in confined media occurs 
when the electromagnetic wave passes through a material 
medium in a closed environment, thus limiting a region of 
space where multiple reflections of signal infractions can 
occur. 

A. One – Slope Model

The path loos in dB is given by 

LdB= L0,dB +10nlog(d) (1)
where L0,dB is the path loss obtained at distance of 1.0 m 
from the transmitter and path loss exponent n is determined 

TABLE I – L(D0) FOR VARIOUS VALUES 
AND FREQUENCIES 

obstacles, interference, and signal attenuation, represent 
obstacles to ensuring consistent and reliable performance of 
wireless networks. This work addresses these challenges by 
introducing an innovative tool created using the Python 
programming language. The tool uses neural networks to 
improve the prediction and accuracy of wireless network 
signals, based on measured data for mapping and training on 
real-world measurements. 

This contribution focus on a comparative analyses of path 
loss propagation models in indoor industrial environments at 

2.4 GHz Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band and 
5.0 GHz, Wi-Fi. 
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L(d0) (dB) 

Frequency (MHz ) L0 

900 31.5 

1900 38.0 

2400 40.2 

4000 44.5 
5300 46.9 
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experimentally using a linear interpolation procedure [1]. 

III. NEURAL NETWORKS

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are data structures 
based on the functioning of the human brain, it is a bio- 
inspired computational model, this data structure is made up 
of artificial neurons, which are inspired by natural neurons. 
The brain is a highly complex, non-linear and parallel 
computer (information processing system). It has the ability 
to organize its structural constituents, known as neurons, in 
such a way as to carry out certain processing (e.g. pattern 
recognition, perception and motor control) much faster than 
the fastest existing computer[2]. 

Neural networks have a network of artificial neurons that 
are interconnected, and through Learning Algorithms, 
simulate the decision-making capacity of the human brain. A 
neural network is a massively parallelized processor made up 
of simple processing units that have the natural propensity to 
store experiential knowledge and make it available for use. 

It resembles the brain in two respects: 

a) Knowledge is acquired by the network from its
environment through a learning process.

b) Connection strengths between neurons, known as
synaptic weights, are used to store the acquired
knowledge.

The learning process of ANNs is one of the important 
qualities of these structures. The term "learning" corresponds 
to the process of adjusting the network's free parameters 
through a mechanism of presenting environmental stimuli, 
known as input or training patterns (or data): Stimulus -> 
adaptation -> new network behaviour. 

There are basically three learning paradigms: 

Supervised learning: also known as teacher learning, in 
which the teacher has knowledge of the environment and 
provides the desired input-response example set. Training is 
done using the error correction learning rule. 

i. Unsupervised learning: there is no supervisor to
evaluate the network's performance in relation to the
input data. No error measure is used to feed back to
the network. They generally employ a competitive
learning algorithm (the network's output neurons
compete to become active, with a single neuron
winning the competition).

ii. Reinforcement learning: there is no direct interaction
with a supervisor or specific model of the
environment. Generally, the only information
available is a scalar value that indicates the quality
of the ANN's performance. During the learning
process, the network tests some actions (outputs)
and receives a reinforcement signal (stimulus) from

the environment that allows it to evaluate the quality 
of its action. 

IV. METHODOLOGY

The procedures of this study were structured in different 
stages, with the aim of evaluating the effectiveness of the 
Multilayer Perceptron Artificial Neural Network (MLP 
ANN) in predicting Wi-Fi signal loss in indoor environments. 
The stages were outlined as follows: 

A. Creation and Training of the RNA-MLP

At this stage, the RNA-MLP was created and configured 
using the neurolab library in Python. The data collected, 
containing information on distance and Wi-Fi signal loss, was 
used to train the neural network. The structure of the RNA- 
MLP consisted of input layers, one or more intermediate 
layers and an output layer. Training was carried out using the 
gradient descent algorithm to adjust the network's synaptic 
weights, minimizing the prediction error. 

Fig. 1 Data import via txt file in python Collab. 

The code extract in question describes the creation, 
configuration, training and evaluation of an Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN) using the "neurolab" library in Python. The 
neural network is designed to predict Wi-Fi signal losses 
based on the distances between measurement points and the 
corresponding signal losses. 

B. Creation of the Neural Network

The neural network is initialised using the newff() function 
from the "neurolab" library. In this case, the network is 
configured with an input layer, an intermediate layer with 24 
neurons and an output layer with 1 neuron. The minimum and 
maximum distance ranges (vetDist) are supplied as input to 
the network's input layer. 

Fig. 2 Create Neural network 
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C. Definition of Neural Network Properties

The neural network is configured to use the gradient descent 
training algorithm (train_gd) and the sum of squares error 
function (SSE()) to evaluate the prediction error. In addition, 
the neural network is initialised. 

Fig. 3 Definition of the Neural Network's properties. 

D. Neural Network Training

The training stage is carried out using the neural network's 
train() method. In this case, the distance data (vetDist) and the 
corresponding signal losses (vetLoss) are used to train the 
neural network. Training is conducted for a specific number 
of epochs (in this case, 50,000 epochs) and the error value is 
displayed periodically (every 1x10e-25). 

Fig. 4 Neural Network Training 

E. Comparison to Field Tests

At this stage, the results obtained by the RNA-MLP were 
compared with real data collected through field tests. The 
field tests involved directly measuring Wi-Fi signal strength 
at different distances within the environment. The 
comparison sought to verify the ability of the MLP-NRNA to 
accurately predict signal loss compared to practical 
observations. 

Fig. 5 Values collected in field measurements. 

F. Comparison with the OneSlope Model

This stage involved comparing the results obtained by the 
RNA-MLP with the values calculated using the OneSlope 
propagation model. The OneSlope model is an analytical 
approach to estimating signal loss in indoor environments. 
The aim of the comparison was to assess the ability of the 
RNA-MLP to overcome the limitations of the traditional 
analytical model and provide more accurate predictions. 

Fig. 6 One Slope function. 

Fig. 7 Results of models. 

G. Error evaluation
In this step, the average errors and squared errors for the

MLP-NRNA predictions were calculated in relation to the 
actual results and the values estimated by the OneSlope 
model. This evaluation quantified the performance of the 
MLP-NRNA in terms of its ability to accurately predict Wi- 
Fi signal losses. 

Fig. 8 Calculation of the average error and squared error for the models 
used. 

H. Construction of graphs for data presentation

In order to better visualise the models used, graphs were 
drawn in Python, using the matplotlib.pyplot library. This 
library has a wide variety of graphs and in this research the 
point graph was used, based on the distance and losses 
measured. 

Fig. 9 Code developed for creating graphs and presenting results. 
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V. NUMERICAL AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The test environment was Building 6 of the School of 
Engineering, which has three floors of classrooms. The 
measurements were carried out on the 5 GHz Wi-Fi signal. 

The Table II contains information on 5G signal loss 
measurements carried out in different rooms, where the 
crucial input for the prediction is the distance between the 
router and the measurement point. 

TABLE II – MEASUREMENTS TAKEN TO TRAIN THE NEURAL
NETWORK 

The measurement procedure was carried out as follows : 
� Room: The number of the room or environment

where the measurements were taken.
� Distance Router - Point: The distance in some

standard of measurement (such as metres) between
the router (signal source) and the measurement point
inside the room.

� Notebook: The amount of signal loss in decibels
when measured with a notebook.

� Mobile phone: The amount of signal loss in decibels
when measured with a mobile phone.

As seen in the Table II the signal is no longer detected by 
the notebook's measurement software or by the mobile phone 
from room 314. since rooms 311, 312, 313/315 and 314 are 
geographically close to room 302. where the 5G signal 
transmitter is located. Now let's understand how this data can 
be used to train an Artificial Neural Network (ANN): 

a) ANN input: The distance between the router and the
measurement point (Router - Point Distance) will be used as 
the input for the ANN. This means that the ANN will learn 
the relationship between distance and signal loss. 

b) Desired ANN output: The desired ANN output is the
predicted signal loss. You can choose to use the 
measurements made with the notebook (Notebook) or with 
the mobile phone (Mobile) as the target output for training. 

c) Data preparation: The distance will be normalised.
making it compatible with the requirements of the ANN. This 
normalisation ensures that all the inputs are in the same range 
of values, which helps with training. 

d) Creating the ANN: The ANN will be designed with an
architecture that includes an input layer (corresponding to the 
distance), one or more hidden layers and an output layer. 

e) Training the ANN: It was trained with the normalised
distances as input and the signal losses (Notebook or Mobile) 
as target output. During training, the ANN will adjust its 
weights to minimise the error between the predictions and the 
actual values. 

f) Evaluation and Adjustment: Performance is evaluated
using error metrics such as the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) 
or the Mean Squared Error (MSE). calculated with the neural 
network predictions and the actual losses. Adjustments to the 
hyperparameters can be made based on these results. 

g) Using the trained neural network: After training, the
neural network can be used to predict signal losses in new 
rooms based on the distances between the routers and the 
measurement points. This is useful for estimating the quality 
of the 5G signal at different distances. 

Fig 10 . Losses measured on the 3rd floor. 

The Figure 10 shows the values obtained from 
measurements made on a notebook and a mobile phone to 
obtain reference values for training the neural network at the 
same observation point. The neural network is being trained 
with the values presented and in relation to the reference 
model. 
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Fig 11 . Losses measured on the 3rd floor. 

The Figure 11 shows the values obtained and the 
convergence of the measurements for the trained neural 
network. There is a loss of reference for the most distant 
values. 

VI. CONCLUSION

This work developed a tool based on the Python 
programming language, in the COLAB programming 
environment, to predict signals in wireless networks in indoor 
environments, using neural networks as a method of 
improving the accuracy of predictions. The main focus was 
on dealing with the challenges of signal propagation 
indoors, where obstacles, interference and attenuation can 
cause significant variations in wireless network signals. 

The main objective of the project was to face these 
challenges by combining data obtained through detailed 
mapping of the indoor environment and real measurements 
of signal strength. The use of neural networks has 
demonstrated effectiveness in creating more accurate 
predictive models compared to traditional approaches. The 
developed Python tool allowed training and adjusting these 
models based on the collected information, considering the 
physical structure of the environment, present obstacles, 
and construction materials. The results obtained indicated 
significant improvements in the accuracy of forecasts 
compared to conventional methods, showing a great 
potential for the application of the tool in real-world 
scenarios. This includes planning and optimizing wireless 
networks in indoor environments, contributing to more 
stable and reliable connectivity. The project employed the 
methodology of creating and training an Artificial Neural 
Network to predict Wi-Fi signal losses, comparing the 
results of the neural network with field measurements and 
a traditional analytical model (OneSlope model). 
Comparison with real measurements and the analytical 
model revealed the ability of RNA-MLP to overcome the 
limitations of the traditional model and provide more 
accurate predictions, especially in scenarios with signal 
obstructions. 
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Abstract—This paper presents the relayed distribution of
ATSC 3.0 broadcast signals to mobile users in moving vehicles.
The gateway relay featured in this work seamlessly converts
received ATSC 3.0 signals into a WiFi interface. This proposal 
exhibits the use of an ATSC 3.0-to-WiFi gateway to amplify 
broadcasting media in automotive, allowing personalized
experience on individual seat positions.

Index Terms—ATSC 3.0, in-vehicle entertainment, mobile 
broadcasting, ATSC 3.0-to-WiFi gateway.

I. INTRODUCTION

N recent years, the demand for in-vehicle entertainment
and connectivity has surged, fueled by the rising

prevalence of self-driving technology and the ubiquitous
consumption of digital media on mobile devices. The 
community’s approach, as a response, has first focused on
developing technologies that facilitate direct-to-vehicle
(D2V) content delivery. The major concern in this 
development has been building sufficient reliability to cope
with dynamic channel situations. Notably, the use of multi-
antenna diversity [1] and broadcast-broadband cooperation
based on dual connectivity [2] have been proposed as 
solutions.

Within dynamic automotive environments, it is known as 
quite demanding to serve rich video content to every 
passenger. Considering the cellular networks these days, 
various physical obstacles and traffic problems incur frequent
streaming interruptions. Moreover, from the user’s view, it is
also demanding to rely on paid data channels for streaming 
huge amounts of video data during a long journey on the road.
Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) has long 
remarked on such issues and has made careful efforts to 
support vehicle broadcasting from the very first stage of 
developing a new standard, ATSC 3.0. The broadcasting-
based solutions such as [1] have hence been highlighted for
this use case.

In fact, specific ideas to serve each individual passenger’s
device have been less identified so far. Such sort of detail has
been recognized as the next step after building the D2V
connectivity. Nonetheless, since the D2V supply is actually
being embodied in the real world, it is no more a future work 
to hold off. This paper, in this context, introduces a feasible 
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solution to build a bridge from air ATSC 3.0 signals to the 
end devices inside a vehicle.

Particularly, this is a showcasing of a WiFi gateway
operating as an ATSC 3.0 relay with interface conversion
ability. The presented gateway system seamlessly captures
the received broadcast signals and converts them into a 
format compatible with WiFi-enabled devices, ensuring a 
smooth and uninterrupted streaming experience. Accordingly,
the individual users at the seat are allowed to enjoy content
on their own personalized displays in convenient positions.
This paper presents the architecture design of the ATSC 3.0-
to-WiFi gateway and its actual use in automotive systems. 
With the advent of this gateway system, the momentum of
D2V broadcasting will be amplified, as it allows passengers 
to access a diverse array of ATSC 3.0 broadcast content on 
their personalized devices and displays while on the move.

II. DESIGN AND THE USE FOR MOBILE BROADCASTING

Fig. 1 illustrates the concept of the ATSC 3.0-to-WiFi
gateway. Detailed design and applications will be included in 
the final manuscript.

The benefits extend beyond entertainment alone. The 
gateway system also opens up possibilities for educational 
content delivery, emergency broadcasts, and location-
specific information dissemination to enhance the overall in-
vehicle experience.

III. CONCLUSION

This paper addressed the challenge of delivering ATSC 3.0
broadcast signals to mobile users within a moving vehicle,
leveraging the concept of a gateway system that converts 
these signals into a WiFi interface. The presented gateway 
system is a compact solution to provide terrestrial broadcast 
content to personal mobile devices, acting as a bridge 
between the ATSC 3.0 over the air and the WiFi network 
within the vehicle. Penetration loss, cabling burden, and 
position-dependent accessibility problems are hence resolved, 
thereby offering an enjoyable media experience condition.
With the assistance of this vehicle gateway system, digital 
terrestrial broadcasting will be pleasantly embraced into 
infotainment systems in automotive, and would subsequently 
propel the expansion of D2V opportunities beyond media
entertainment.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual description of the ATSC 3.0-to-WiFi gateway mounted on
vehicle: Mass transportation case.
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Abstract—Transmitter identification (TxID) is uniquely
assigned to each transmitter to identify and control the
transmitters in Advanced Television Systems Committee
(ATSC) 3.0 broadcast networks, especially on a single frequency
network (SFN). A transmitter also generates the TxID signal in
addition to the ATSC 3.0 host signal but combines them,
resulting in interfering with each other. This paper summarizes
the TxID technique in ATSC 3.0 physical layer standard,
including the detection performance, influences on the host
ATSC 3.0 signal, and applications.

Index Terms—ATSC 3.0, TxID, transmitter identification,
SFN

I. INTRODUCTION

Y adopting orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) for the second digital broadcast, the

broadcasters can actively apply a single frequency network
(SFN) under insufficient frequency bands. To construct a
more efficient SFN, the Advanced Television Systems
Committee (ATSC) 3.0 standard supports the centralized
transmitter control system based on the broadcast gateway
and transmitter identification (TxID) [1]-[3]. TxID is a unique
value to identify each transmitter in the nationwide broadcast
area. Also, transmitters generate TxID signals to differentiate
signals from which transmitters come on the receiver side.
This paper briefly introduces the TxID technique in ATSC
3.0 and considers the detection performance of the TxID 
signal in addition to applications.

II. TRANSMITTER IDENTIFICATION (TXID)

A. Features
TxID is a unique value between 0 to 8191 to identify the

individual transmitter in ATSC 3.0 broadcast coverage areas.
Therefore, a broadcast gateway controls the emission time,
carrier offset, and the multiple input single input (MISO)
filter of each transmitter in addition to passing common
broadcast streams. Transmitters can generate the TxID signal
depending on their own TxID values apart from the ATSC
3.0 signal, as shown in Fig. 1. As a result, the receiver can
separate the received signals that appear as a superposition of
transmit signals from multiple transmitters like multipath
delayed fading channel and analyze their relative delays and
amplitudes. The transmitter generates the unique binary Gold
sequence with a length of 8192 depending on the assigned

This work was supported by Institute of Information & communications
Technology Planning & Evaluation (IITP) grant funded by the Korea
government (MSIT) (No.2017-0-00081, Development of Transmission
Technology for Ultra High Quality UHD).

TxID value and modulates the sequence as binary phase shift 
keying (BPSK). The modulated signal is time-synchronously
injected on the first preamble symbol of the ATSC 3.0 host 
signal with 9 to 45 dB lower power. Therefore, two signals
interfere with each other.

While the TxID is much lower than the ATSC 3.0 preamble 
signal, it can be detectable due to enough processing gain
resulting from a direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)
with an 8192 symbol length. The theoretical processing gain
of the TxID signal is about 39 dB [4]. In addition, as the TxID 
signal is always aligned with the first preamble symbol, it is
repeatedly injected according to the size of fast Fourier
transform (FFT). For example, in the case of 32K FFT size,
the TxID signal is continuously delivered four times.
Therefore, the processing gain increases by 3 dB when the 
FFT size doubles. In [4], the authors dealt with the detection
performance of the TxID signals and proposed the detection
schemes. Since the TxID signal is the same over the
transmission period, the detection performance may enhance
after ensemble averages of receiver signals. Also, removing
the preamble signal from the received signal significantly
improves the reception performance.

The TxID signal also interferes with the ATSC 3.0
preamble signal. As the injection level gets larger, the TxID
signal can be easily detected without an advanced detection
algorithm, but the preamble deteriorates more. Therefore,
there is a trade-off between the detection performance of the
TxID signal and the preamble signal. In [5] and [6], the
impact of the TxID signal on the preamble detection is
considered both theoretically and practically with respect to
the injection levels of the TxID signal and the protection
modes of Layer 1 (L1) signaling data, L1-Basic and L1-
Detail, conveyed in the preamble symbol. Protection modes
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1 and 2, generally used in ATSC 3.0 broadcasting system, are
less influenced by the TxID signal. Therefore, the TxID 
signal might be provided all the time, not just when the
broadcasters build their broadcast networks.

B. Applications
TxID signal enriches the broadcast service coverage,

avoiding the deep nulls caused by multiple transmitting
signals simultaneously arriving on the receiver side. In Seoul 
metropolitan areas [7], [8] and Jeju areas [9], the broadcasters
examined the coverage areas with poor reception
performance and enough signal strength based on the TxID 
signal analysis. By adjusting transmit time delays among
transmitters, the reception performance might be improved.
Even more, TxID signals enable channel modeling under a
rich scattered fading environment [10]. By decoding TxID,
the receiver can recognize which broadcast service areas it 
belongs to, so the broadcaster can provide the local service
application like a geo-targeted advertisement.

III. CONCLUSION

This paper considered the TxID technique in the ATSC 3.0
physical layer standard. Though the TxID signal may
interfere with the host ATSC 3.0 signal, it serves processing
gain. It enables the broadcaster to manage the broadcast
network in a centralized way, orchestrate transmitters, and
provide localization services.
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Abstract—This paper outlines futuristic ATSC 3.0 multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) broadcasting technologies in 
terms of three variants: 1) Frequency reuse-1 MIMO, 2) 
Backward-compatible MIMO, and 3) Channel-bonded MIMO. 
Through a brief discussion of their principles, features, and use 
cases, this paper sheds light on the diverse paths of MIMO 
broadcasting paved for the future of digital broadcasting 
systems. Furthermore, the paper discusses the implications and 
potential advancements of these technologies, emphasizing their 
role in achieving higher data rates and improved flexibility. 

Index Terms—MIMO broadcasting, ATSC 3.0, reuse-1 
MIMO, backward compatible MIMO, channel bonding. 

I. INTRODUCTION

ATELY, the actual services of the new digital terrestrial 
broadcasting standard, Advanced Television Systems 

Committee (ATSC) 3.0, have been commenced in several 
countries [1]. As a start-off for this new-generation 
broadcasting ecosystem, the launches in the United States and 
South Korea have departed from a generic single-input 
single-output (SISO) topology [2]. Since such baseline 
deployment has been brought into reality, pivoting from this 
milestone, the broadcast community is promptly preparing 
for the next step. 

Distributing multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) is 
recognized as one of the possible directions. The standard 
suite of ATSC 3.0 has already included MIMO operations 
and defined the concrete system chain [3]. This inclusion has 
primarily been for increased data capacity, where it doubles 
the transmission channel in a naïve sense. The ATSC 3.0 
MIMO physically relies on cross-polarization, and stationary 
environments with well-pivoted directional antennas will be 
its primary target use case [4]. 

As mentioned, the first aim of building such MIMO 
technology has been at capacity doubling, which will bring 
more rich media quality or a diversified array of content [5]. 
However, the world is encountering greatly divergent local 
situations, which seek different values or are constrained 
differently by unique states of affairs. Such diversity, as a 
consequence, necessitates dedicated system evolutions into 
variant forms. 

In this paper, we introduce the evolutions of MIMO 
broadcasting technology on the ATSC 3.0 basis, also 

This work was supported by Institute of Information & Communications 
Technology Planning & Evaluation (IITP) grant funded by the Korea 
government (MSIT) (2022-0-00923, Development of Transceiver 
Technology for Terrestrial 8K Media Broadcast). 

enlightening the particular need, use cases, and the 
background behind them. This report starts from a reuse-1 
MIMO, which is currently a special interest of the Brazilian 
broadcasting community, and continues with backward 
compatible (B-Comp) MIMO and channel-bonded (CB) 
MIMO that have emerged from other contexts. Essential 
characteristics are discovered, leading to a comprehensive 
understanding of these technologies. 

II. CURRENT STATUS OF ATSC 3.0 MIMO
Having the basic SISO-form ATSC 3.0 deployed in the real 

world, broadcasters have subsequently started preparing to 
bring ATSC 3.0 MIMO to the earth. 

The broadcasters in South Korea are envisaging two 
possibilities for ATSC 3.0 MIMO: (i) A way more enriched 
ultra-high-definition (UHD) video service with 8K resolution 
[6], [7]; and (ii) an integral of multiple 4K UHD programs in 
the same frequency channel, where each program is from the 
different service provider. Principally, South Korea pursues 
high-quality and enriched videos more than other features. 
The latter imagination (ii) is conceived as appealing to the 
practitioners because it can create new business opportunities 
and stimulate the network operator’s role. 

III. EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES BASED ON ATSC 3.0 MIMO

A. Reuse-1 MIMO
Reuse-1 MIMO is a topology allowing the coexistence of

plural, different, uncoordinated MIMO service signals in the 
same single radio frequency. Shortly speaking, multiple 
different service providers here share the same frequency 
channel [8], [9]. The powerful error protection capability of 
ATSC 3.0 enables this system, allowing the receiver to 
decode the desired signal successfully from a noisy mixture 
of plural MIMO service signals. 

Brazilian broadcasting enablers are especially interested in 
this topology, particularly concerned with Brazil’s spectrum 
circumstance. The new Brazilian broadcasting standard 
project, so-called TV 3.0, announced the mandate of reuse-1 
operability on a MIMO basis.  

This measure was to create additional data capacity while 
coping with an oversaturated spectrum issue. Brazil’s radio 
spectrum dedicated to terrestrial broadcasting is devastatingly 
saturated since there are so many on-air programs ongoing 
simultaneously. To resolve this problem, Brazil is attempting 
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to build a totally new, MIMO-based network foundation that 
would be not backward compatible. 

The receiver at an arbitrary spot can tune to the desired 
service signal by pivoting the receive antenna properly, 
aligning it to the desired source’s direction, cutting off the 
undesired signals by leaving them somewhere off the beam. 
Combined with the robust channel coding of ATSC 3.0, this 
assessment facilitates reuse-1 MIMO network even though 
many service providers are sharing the frequency, making the 
signal space crowded.  
1) Single frequency network (SFN) with MIMO
broadcasting

MIMO SFN could be considered a counterpart of reuse-1 
MIMO, while single-frequency channel transmissions 
underlie both technologies. MIMO SFN lets clusters of 
towers transmit the same MIMO signal with centralized 
coordination, whereas the reuse-1 MIMO gives a mixture of 
different MIMO service signals.  

B. B-Comp MIMO
The concept B-Comp MIMO has emerged from the

countries that have already commenced ATSC 3.0 SISO 
services. This is considered a lubricating technology that 
assists a soft transition from SISO to MIMO ecosystem, or a 
spectrally efficient platform to embrace diverse target device-
ends in the same frequency channel [10]-[13]. 

Specifically, B-Comp MIMO is a co-transmission of SISO 
and MIMO signals [10]. To this end, the physical layer 
multiplexing between them can rely on time division 
multiplexing (TDM) or layered division multiplexing (LDM). 
For example, B-Comp MIMO can harness the benefits of 
MIMO technology, serving dedicated MIMO terminals 
equipped with dual-polarized antennas, while serving SISO-
based (physically constrained) mobile terminals and legacy 
television sets simultaneously in the same physical layer 
frame. As is designed, both types of end-terminals operate 
without any conflict. 

C. CB MIMO
In terms of capacity amplification, CB MIMO goes one

step further than the original ATSC 3.0 MIMO. CB MIMO 
utilizes two, consecutive or non-consecutive frequency 
channels along with leveraging cross-polarized MIMO 
technology at the same time [14]. This is, in essence, an 
integration of channel bonding and MIMO both defined in 
ATSC 3.0 physical layer.  

By employing parallel transmission paths, ATSC 3.0-
based CB MIMO is expected to provide up to about 200 Mbps 
data capacity. 

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper introduced several variants of ATSC 3.0 MIMO 
to summarize the evolution of MIMO broadcasting 
technology. Reuse-1 MIMO, B-Comp MIMO, and CB 
MIMO were investigated, whose target markets deviate in 
different directions. For each technology, we exhibited the 
backgrounds and features. The implications and potential 
advancements of these technologies were discussed, 
emphasizing their role in achieving higher data rates and 
improved flexibility. 
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Abstract—The Advanced Integrated Services Digital 
Broadcasting-Terrestrial (Advanced ISDB-T) is a next 
generation digital terrestrial broadcasting system. From 2019, 
various experiments have been conducted and the fundamental 
performances were verified. In 2022, as for the total system 
verification test, the large-scale verification tests were conducted 
in 4 large cities in Japan. The verification test with using actual 
hardware including transmitter station showed the feasibility of 
the system. 

Index Terms—Digital Terrestrial Broadcasting, Advanced 
ISDB-T,  

I. INTRODUCTION

HE first-generation digital terrestrial television 
broadcasting using the Integrated Services Digital 

Broadcasting-Terrestrial (ISDB-T) system[1] was launched 
in 2003 in Japan. Since then, ISDB-T system was adopted in 
20 countries including Japan. More than 20 years have passed 
since ISDB-T system was developed, and during these years, 
there are various evolutions on broadcasting technologies. 
Ultra-high definition television (UHDTV) satellite 
broadcasting services using the Integrated Services Digital 
Broadcasting for Satellite, 3rd generation (ISDB-S3) system 
[2, 3] were launched in Japan in 2018, and UHDTV has 
become much popular recently. 

II. ADVANCED ISDB-T SYSTEM
In order to improve the user experience and for the efficient 

use of terrestrial broadcasting frequency band, we are 
currently developing the advanced terrestrial broadcasting 
system for the next generation of digital terrestrial television 
broadcasting. For the physical layer we have developed the 
transmitting system Advanced Integrated Services Digital 
Broadcasting-Terrestrial (Advanced ISDB-T) [4, 5]. With 
inheriting the features of ISDB-T such as hierarchical 
transmission and partial reception and so on, Advanced 
ISDB-T has improved the transmitting performance and 
functions. With utilizing the latest technologies, Advanced 
ISDB-T improved the capacity for 1.7 times larger than 
ISDB-T. The main key for improving the capacity was the 
adoption of low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [6] and 
non-uniform constellations (NUC) [7]. Availability of larger 
FFT size such as 16k and 32k, or higher carrier modulation 
such as 256QAM, 1024QAM, 4096QAM and, the expanded 
signal bandwidth from 5.57 MHz to 5.83 MHz have also 
contributed to the increasement of the capacity. 

The research and development for the next generation 
digital terrestrial broadcasting was not only limited to the 

physical layer. We have also conducted the research and 
development of transport layer and video/audio coding. The 
internet protocol (IP) based transport layer was intended to 
realize high level harmonization between broadcast and 
broadband. The system enables provision of integrated 
broadcast and broadband services, such as multi-view video, 
content replacement and augmented reality (AR)/virtual 
reality (VR) in TV programs. To verify the integrated 
broadcast and broadband services, we have developed an 
all-IP software-based integrated master control system that 
outputs signals to transmission stations and broadband 
networks. For the video coding, the system adopted 
Versatile Video Coding (VVC) which is the latest video 
coding standard that enables high efficiency and multiple 
functions. For the audio cording the system utilized Moving 
Picture Expert Group (MPEG)-H 3D Audio (3DA).  

III. TOTAL VERIFICATION TESTS

From 2019 to 2022, The experimental transmitter stations 
are constructed in 4 large cities in Japan and various 
transmitting experiments were conducted. To verify the 
system in total, we have conducted the end-to-end 
verification test with using actual equipment including the 
experimental transmitter stations in 2022. Fig.1 shows the 
block diagram of the verification test. Fig.2 shows the 
equipment of the receiving site. With using the hierarchical 
transmission, two UHDTV services for fixed reception and 
two HDTV services for mobile reception within 6-MHz 
bandwidth of UHF band was demonstrated. The video and 
audio content were encoded/decoded with VVC and MPEG-
H 3DA real-time encoder/decoder. The integrated broadcast 
and broadband services were also verified with using a signal 
via a broadcast and broadband network.  

IV. CONCLUSION

The end-to-end verification test using actual equipment of 
the Advanced ISDB-T was conducted in for large cities in 
Japan. The test was successfully done which shows the 
feasibility of the Advanced ISDB-T system in total. 
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Abstract—In 2022, the famous and epic soap opera 
“Chocolate com Pimenta” in Brazil became a good surprise for
TV Globo: the post-production chain accomplished a 
simple, productive, and economical workflow. A cloud based,
remote and collaborative editing produced the entertainment 
content in an innovative way. Globo, a free-to-air television 
network, saw in this path an excellent opportunity to thrive 
technologically and to offer spectators a unique experience.
Globo’s objective was to provide a special edition of the soap 
opera through Globo Play, an online video on demand platform,
and by Open TV. Having the team in charge located at Post-
Production Center of Estúdios Globo, the material was edited
collaboratively in HD (XDCAM codec) directly connected to 
cloud. The process was successfully achieved and has helped to
maintain Globo into the future of technological 
innovations. And besides, the business model of this unique 
approach was very attractive for Globo, solving the market need
for a cloud-native solution, notably when the Post-Production
Center deals with big files and assets routinely, enabling the 
increase of the content production to a next level (cost benefit).
Globo interprets this initiative not as a mere technological 
advance, but also as a step taken toward a more concrete 
operational level. Through all the effortful work, Globo, its
customers, and everybody involved in this project could come
together to cheer and look forward for a brand-new efficient 
future.

Index Terms—Post-Production, Globo, Globo Play, cloud,
innovations, collaboratively, workflow, technological advance, 
efficient, future.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud architectures are increasingly gaining space and
notoriety in Media Tech companies due to significant
advantages, such as collaboration, flexibility, and efficiency.
Here are some cloud differentials:

A. Accessible
Through connectivity with the large internet network,

cloud applications can be accessed anywhere and at any time,
essentially enabling remote work.

B. Collaborative
Cloud native applications enable collaboration between

users worldwide. Different workgroups can access and edit 
files simultaneously, enabling agile and efficient results.

C. Scalable
The cloud infrastructure is very broad, compared to

specific servers for content storage. It is robust and stable to 
handle a significant amount of data traffic and is highly 
consistent.

D. Resilient
Cloud providers have automatic storage backup and

disaster recovery routines, which greatly mitigate the risk of 
data loss in the cloud environment. In addition, cloud 
architectures benefit from periodic and continuous 
infrastructure and security robustness updates.

E. Efficient
The cloud context brings a new business model, where you

only pay for the resources used, the environment works 24/7 
without the need for a dedicated operational team.

Cloud architecture is evolving significantly around the
world given the strong enterprise adoption, greatly driven by
the growth of cloud service providers such as Amazon Web
Services, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform, and IBM. 
More and more new datacenters are created fulfilling
technical requirements such as low latency and high
availability. Besides, Digital Transformation is an essential
factor in cloud adherence, enabling agility, innovation, and 
efficiency since the constantly changing market demands. As 
more companies and users identify the benefits of cloud 
architecture, its growth tends to increase substantially in the
coming years.

TV Globo is one of the largest television stations in Brazil
and Latin America, in addition to being a Media Tech 
company, which combines elements of technology and media 
to provide innovative solutions and services related to the 
media industry. The company offers a distinguished 
programming, which includes soap operas, series, 
entertainment programs, journalism, sports, and movies. The 
broadcaster is also recognized for producing and exporting 
Brazilian soap operas to several countries.

Globo has invested in technological innovation over the
last few years to improve its production, transmission, and
interaction with the public. Experimenting with cloud 
architecture could not be different for Globo to further boost
its innovation context.

II.GLOBO COMPANY

TV Globo has its content broadcasted in most of Brazilian
territory through its five networked main stations together
with allied companies. Its high-quality standard has
contributed for Globo to establish itself as a leader content 
producer whose prior mission is to delight people around the 
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world with the best quality. Its path toward becoming a 
pioneer is due to its history being so linked to the history of 
Brazilian TV.

In 2015, Globo proudly released Globo Play that would 
embody the new range of opportunities aiming to break
boundaries imposed by the fast pace of life brought by
modern times. Globo understands that in the current context,
watching TV in the traditional way might be challenging, 
which calls for the need for innovation, that is, the 
development of new ways of delivering content to spectators 
on varied platforms. Globo Play was born from the desire to 
provide the audience flexibility and mobility. Globo Play is 
an OTT and VOD digital platform, which, through GPS and 
IP locations services, offers video content to viewers on their 
smart TVs, mobile phones, tablets, and personal computers 
with access to internet. Additionally, Globo Play is
compatible with the ultimate 4k and HDR technology.

III. POST-PRODUCTION PIPELINE

Post-Production is a super important step in the content
production chain. It is the process where the raw material is
edited to generate the finished material, also known as the 
desired final product, ready to be exhibited to the public.

In the post-production, processes such as video editing,
sound and audio mixing, color grading, visual effects and
artistic and technical review of the content produced are 
carried out.

This phase builds the content storytelling to be delivered to
spectators and represents a key role while ensuring its
technical quality, correcting possible errors that may have 
occurred during the recording.

In the technical context, post-production also takes care of 
media management along the content production path, such 
as video, audio, and image files, to facilitate access and 
efficient location during the editing process.

These are the main sub-steps of the Post-Production:

A. Ingest
It all starts with importing the media, captured during the

recording, into the editing system. The Ingest stage is the 
entry point for content in Post-Production.

B. Content Storage
As important as the Ingest of the material, is the place

where it will be saved for the editing step. The cloud 
architecture takes part in a fundamental role in this step, as
the content is a very important material. High availability and 
resiliency storage are fundamentals in the post-production
process. With the advancement of Cloud Journey, it was 
understood that cloud storage is an interesting model and that
it makes a lot of sense as mentioned above.

C.Scene Editing
It is the step where the story line is originated. The editors

select the best parts of the raw material, the most relevant 
clips and arranging the chronology of the facts.

D.Audio Editing
As significant as the video, is the audio treatment. During

the Post-Production, a special attention is given to sound 
quality, such as: audio level, listening comfort, mixing
dialogue with soundtrack or ambient noise.

E. Visual Effects
This is the part of the chain where visual arts or animated

graphics are inserted, involving the creation and addition of 
these elements to the video, including multi-layer
compositing, motion tacking, 3D modeling, animation, etc.

F. Finalization
It is one of the last processes of the Post-Production,

responsible for joining/finalizing all the previous steps 
mentioned before. After creating the initial sequence, the 
editors refine the editing, always improving the narrative and
the audio and video set.

G.Quality Control
In the last step of the Post-Production process, the content

will be in the appropriate format for Distribution and 
Exhibition (Open TV, Pay TV, Streaming) and thoroughly 
reviewed. The story will be thrilling millions of people with 
an excellent audiovisual technical quality.

It goes without saying that all the previous mentioned steps 
can overlap and be repeated a few times throughout the Post-
Production process as editors refine audio-visual content, 
meeting creative and technical requirements.

IV. PROBLEMATIC

As we know, editing content in the cloud has gained a lot
of popularity around the world, given the availability of
taking advantage of shared resources in a scalable structure, 
capacity to store and process large volumes of data, which 
eliminates the need for local storage. Globo was looking for 
a new simple, efficient and innovative Post-Production 
workflow, where it would not have to burden traditional on-
premises storages, and at the same time, would not impact the 
operational experience of editors, especially in terms of
speed. The new solution needed to maintain the robustness,
resiliency, low latency, and security of the usual on-premises 
structure.

In addition, the new workflow needed to have an 
interesting business model for Globo, where the budget 
consumed by each share of this storage location could be
financially passed on to the respective Production that
contracted the service (“pay as you go”). In other words, 
Globo was looking for an approach of technical and business 
innovation.

In this way, it was understood that the cloud architecture 
associated with the Storage as a Service model would be an
interesting case to be explored and experimented by Globo to 
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confirm the technical, operational, and financial viability to 
be practiced.

V.WORKFLOW PROPOSAL FOR CASE “CHOCOLATE COM
PIMENTA”

“Chocolate com Pimenta” is an epic soap opera in Brazil, 
it has been shown a few times by Globo and is always a record
audience. In this way, this would be the key product to take 
advantage of this new workflow.

In a search of a solution, where it was possible to send files
to the cloud in a high speed and the possibility of obtaining 
them with low latency to a local infrastructure, whenever
required, in addition to the requested synergy with the editing 
software, we explored LucidLink application and created the 
following workflow:

The content is sent to the cloud in an innovative way: the
file is divided into small packs of approximately 256K, and 
these are sent in parallel, making everything faster (of course, 
the network directly influences this upload).

For example, a 1GB file would be divided into 
approximately 4 files of 256K, and these sent in parallel,
would arrive in the cloud faster, as shown in the illustrations
below:

The same process occurs when downloading the file, which 
makes this operation much faster than usual.

Furthermore, the software is mounted on a computer as a 
local drive, which is very close to the on-premises 
environment, and can be used with Linux, MAC and 
Windows, facilitating the entire editing workflow.

The software has several ways to be accessed, and an 
interface capable of mapping the number of files that are 
present in the cloud bucket, in addition to track the remaining 
uploaded files that are still being sent to the cloud.

As soon as the file is uploaded to the cloud, it is already
possible to verify it from another machine and a different 
user.

It also provides permissions for folders within the drive,
where the administrator can change the access for each user, 
with specific privileges.

Figure 1: Globo’s Soap Opera

Figure 3: Normal Sent

Figure 4: Pack Sent

Figure 5: LucidLink drive in Windows

Figure 2: SaaS - Globo's Workflow
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Another great differential of this workflow includes its 
business model, which has compatibility with different cloud 
providers, where you pay for the storage used at the peak of 
the month. The cloud was also part of our study with 
LucidLink, as it allows us to send and receive files at high
rates.

Other differential is the functionality of the local cache that 
enables operational fluidity in terms of editing.

The tests of this workflow were made for some chapters of
the special edition of “Chocolate com Pimenta” in XDCAM
50 and edited in a professional edition software (installed in 
a local machine). During the test, users did not see any 
differences between the new workflow and the on-premises 
structure, which was extremely similar to what was done 
previously with on premise storage.

VI. CONCLUSION

We illustrate the conclusion of this article with a comment
of one of Globo's editor: “This here is the ease that the editor
needs to work [...] it works perfectly, it is looking like the 
local drive”. The implementation of the workflow was 
extremely successful and the feedback from the operational 
team from Post-Production was very positive. Users are
getting a smooth and efficient experience, as if they were 
working in a local workflow.

The architecture also allowed the material in the cloud to 
be collaborative between users, regardless of their geographic 
location, with high availability storage and the reliability,
security, and integrity of the files.                    

This new workflow optimized internal processes,
generating cost savings, and boosting the efficiency and
quality of audiovisual production. All this reinforces the
importance of the cloud for the industry and the journey 
toward an increasingly collaborative and technologically 
advanced future.
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